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Abstract
The theme of this work is manipulating large data in the ﬁeld of computer
graphics. Generally, large data appear in many scientiﬁc disciplines ranging
from weather forecasting to marketing analyses. The computing power of modern computers still increases but so do the demands to process larger and larger
data sets. The main memory is in principle insuﬃcient to hold all the data
at the same time so techniques are developed to handle the data in pieces.
Random access is unacceptable in such cases so special, so called out-of-core,
methods are used to process the data.
Data stream algorithms are frequently used for eﬃcient computations on
large data. The algorithms are characterised by processing the data as a continuous stream in one or very few linear scans. Streaming algorithms were
getting more attention in the last few years, however, they are not much used
in computer graphics.
This work ﬁrst describes the state of the art concerning large data and data
streams. An overview of clustering and a Delaunay triangulation follows. Next
we propose a solution for manipulation with large geometric data. It is based on
a clustering that identiﬁes groups in the data. Each group is then replaced by
a representative which reduces the data signiﬁcantly. A data stream approach
is used to cluster really huge data. A hierarchy of clusters is built which is then
used by the dynamic hierarchical triangulation. It constructs a triangulation
of the clustered data. By switching between clusters and their representatives,
the level of detail can be changed in various parts of the data.
Several more improvements are presented. The clustering algorithm was
adapted. Both the clustering and the triangulation can use anisotropic metrics
if suitable for any speciﬁc problem. A concept is presented how to modify the
clustering to do space partitioning for ray tracing acceleration.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In my PhD study I research algorithms for manipulation with large geometric data. I believe it is a prospective ﬁeld because computer graphics deals
with large data in many applications, ranging from rendering high deﬁnition
photorealistic images for ﬁlm industry, to visualisation of scientiﬁc data from
complex measurements and simulations in geography or medicine. More about
large data in computer graphics can be found in Chapter 2.
As technology goes forward, the amount of data that is to be processed also
increases. We have larger memories, more powerful processors, can acquire and
transmit data faster. But we can always produce more data than our computers
can reasonably process. Thus new techniques are being developed to handle
such large amounts of data. Since the beginning of computers, there are data
that by far exceed the amount of available main memory. The processing is
therefore done either online without storing all the data, or so called out-ofcore which means using a slow (but large) external memory like an array of
hard drives or tapes. Random access is extremely ineﬃcient in such situations
and even impossible for online streams. This is why data stream algorithms are
now being researched extensively.
Data stream algorithms emerged in the last few years starting perhaps in
1970’s. A brief history could be found for example in [117]. First streaming applications were concerned with sorting and searching. Nowadays, data stream
algorithms are used in many areas for complex analyses of massive data. Many
applications emerge from the great expansion of Internet. The traﬃc is permanently monitored to keep the network running, detect weak points and possible
intrusions or abuses. A strong demand comes from marketing that needs statistics on browser clicks or user queries. This leads to another large application of
data streams. Financial and banking analyses, stock market monitoring, trend
tracking and forecasting. Take the exploration of natural phenomena as the last
example. Large data need to be processed in astronomy, meteorological surveys
or seismic observations. You can read more about data streams in Chapter 3.
So far, data stream approaches were not much employed in computer graphics. Even though it is an area that does deal with huge data and the streaming
approach would be often natural. There are techniques to handle large data in
computer graphics. However, not much of them could process extremely large
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data that do not ﬁt into the main memory. The streaming approach still seems
to be on the edge of interest. Considering that it proved useful in many areas described above, we1 decided to adopt the data stream approach to master
large geometric data.
The target of my research is to develop algorithms that allow to manipulate
huge graphics data. We decided to address this task by means of clustering.
Our concept is to use clustering to identify groups with similar features in the
data. Such groups can be then replaced by a single or a few representatives,
thus reducing the amount of data signiﬁcantly while preserving all important
features. This is the major diﬀerence from ordinary sampling. Another great
advantage over sampling is that we have a cluster associated with each representative. If we store the clusters in an external memory, we can later return
arbitrary cluster back to the data. It is thus possible to restore selected parts
of the data to the original state for a more precise examination. Another possibility is to process the clusters separately and then aggregate the results for
the whole data set.
For really large data the clustering solution alone would not be suﬃcient.
Here comes the data stream approach into account. We use a data stream
clustering technique that can process gigantic data using just a small amount
of memory. The cluster representatives are eventually clustered over and over
until the data are reduced to a manageable size. So the data stream clustering
intrinsically creates a hierarchy which is another great feature. We get a hierarchical model of the data so we can later put back clusters at various levels and
thus control the level of detail. An extended description of clustering techniques
including the data stream solution can be found in Chapter 4.
We are currently working on a dynamic hierarchical triangulation that
utilises the cluster hierarchy. So far it is intended for visualisation but it could
be used for further scientiﬁc computing as well. The program starts with a
triangulation of the top level, i.e., all clusters are replaced by a representative.
When a cluster is put back, its points are inserted to the triangulation so the
detail is increased. Of course further clusters can be inserted up to the limit
of available memory. Clusters can be later selectively removed to save memory
for other data. Fundamentals of the Delaunay triangulation are discussed in
Chapter 5. The dynamic hierarchical triangulation is described in Section 6.3.
Chapter 6 discusses our further contributions to the current state of the art.
We made improvements to the clustering algorithm. These are rather details
so please refer to Sections 6.1 and 6.2 if interested. In order to extend the
potential of the clustering and the triangulation, we integrated the possibility to
compute with anisotropic distance measures. We selected namely the elliptical
metrics which, though relatively simple, oﬀers a good ﬂexibility. The work is
documented in Section 6.4. Based on a positive feedback on the hierarchical
clustering, we are currently developing a method that could be used for space
partitioning for ray tracing acceleration. Our research so far is documented in
Section 6.5.
Chapter 7 concludes this work and sketches our plans for the future work.
1

Me and my Ph.D. study advisor.
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Chapter 2

Large Geometric Data
Large data may be found in many application areas such as databases, sensor
networks, network traﬃc monitoring or market statistics. It is also intensively
studied in computer graphics. This chapter gives a general overview of selected
methods for large geometric data acquisition and manipulation. Especially
for the manipulation, there are many profoundly diﬀerent approaches. This
chapter mentions the fundamental techniques and gives a basic overview of
their function. Following chapters concentrate on selected particular methods
in detail. It is to be noted that this work focuses on large data in computer
graphics, especially data of a geometric character. Other areas such as video
processing are not covered in the text.
The term of large data has a continually evolving meaning as new technologies are discovered and brought to practise. This applies both to data acquisition and manipulation. The Stanford 3D Scanning Repository [137] oﬀers a
good example. The famous Stanford Bunny was scanned in 1994. With its
36 000 vertices it was considered quite a large model. In 1999 several Michelangelo’s statues were scanned, including the Atlas with about 250 million vertices.
Today geometric models are often even larger. Let us mention for example
terrain models. Today, even the whole world is available in digital form [93, 139].
The digital elevation map has a size of 1.9 GB, the resolution is about 900 m
per pixel. Visualisation of large detailed models is required in medicine, for
example in The Visible Human Project [141]. The data from the year 2000
contain 58 GB of high resolution images. Further large models can be found in
industry, see for example The Walkthru Project [143]. The model of the Double
Eagle Tanker consists of 82 million triangles. And we must not forget the ﬁlm
industry and computer games.

2.1

Large data acquisition

A lot of large geometric models come from scanning real-world objects. Today
it is most often done using a laser scanner. The technology is called LIDAR
(LIght Detection And Ranging). It is an optical scanning technology that emits
laser pulses and detects the reﬂected light. The principle is common with a
radar with the diﬀerence that LIDAR uses light instead of radio waves. This
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way it is possible to capture a full 3D shape of virtually any object. It is even
possible to mount such a device on an aeroplane and make a large detailed scan
of Earth’s surface. Satellite photography is used to record wide areas. Other
scanning methods producing large data could be found in medicine, namely the
computer tomography and the magnetic resonance. A typical scan could have
256 × 256 × 256 or 512 × 512 × 512 samples.
There are also applications working with synthetic data generated by the
computer. These include various simulations, for example the ﬁnite element
method. Another area is concerned with computing statistics from large data.
The data often comes from real-time measuring of network traﬃc, monitoring
market transactions, etc. The input arrives continuously over time and is often
too large to be processed completely and exactly, so approximate algorithms
must be employed. It is not the common case for geometric data so this problem
is not further discussed in this text.

2.2

Large data manipulation

This section summarises diﬀerent approaches to the manipulation with large
geometric data. The list of the methods mentioned here has no ambition of
being complete. The most relevant techniques are discussed and their fundamental principles are explained. Nevertheless, there are many other special
approaches. Detailed description of every method would be beyond the scope
of this document.

2.2.1

Processing the entire data set

In some cases it is necessary to process the entire data set; nothing could be
omitted. If the data set is too large, the only possibility is to process it in
pieces. There are generally two possible approaches to this task. The ﬁrst one
is to use a parallel and/or distributed computing to distribute the data among
several (or several thousands) processing units. More on parallel and distributed
processing of geometric data could be found for example in [1, 89]. Another
approach also processes the data in pieces but on a single computer. This is
the ﬁrst step to the so called data stream approach. Streaming algorithms are
discussed in detail in Section 3.

2.2.2

Reducing the amount of data

There are such situations when it is not necessary to deal with all the data at
the same time, so it is possible to consider just a subset of the original data.
This is mostly the case of visualisation or performing some local computations
on the data. Generally, there are two ways how to reduce the amount of data.
The ﬁrst approach deﬁnes a region of interest, takes only that part of the data
and discards everything else. It keeps all information about a limited region.
Like if you take a single page (or several individual pages) of a large map.
This technique is well suitable for both visualisation and local computing. The
second approach takes the data as a whole but in a lower resolution. It keeps
7
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the most important information about all regions. Like if you take a map with
a lower ratio scale. This technique is particularly suitable for visualisation.
Clipping and culling
Selectively discarding unnecessary data is basically done by clipping and culling.
These techniques diﬀer in the way how particular regions are selected to be
discarded or not. See Figure 2.1. Clipping removes those regions that are out
of the current scope. For example, when you are virtually overlooking a digital
terrain, you do not need to render what is behind your back. Culling removes
those parts that are unimportant from the nature of the data. Back to the
example with a terrain, when looking at a hill, you cannot see what is behind.
This is called occlusion culling. You even cannot see the other side of the hill
itself. This is the back face culling.

viewer

removed by clipping

removed by culling

Figure 2.1: Parts of a scene removed by clipping and culling.

Various methods exist to speed up both clipping and culling. Those fundamental include space subdivision – quadtrees [45, 30], octrees [18] and kD-trees
[8, 31]. More advanced methods, such as the binary space partitioning [47, 32],
are used especially for the culling. A detailed description of such techniques
would be beyond the scope of this work.
Simplification
Even after applying clipping and culling the amount of data may be still too
large. Simpliﬁcation is used in such cases. It is a way how to handle all the
required data at the cost of reduced quality. This technique is especially useful
in visualisation applications.
The simpliﬁcation involves removing insigniﬁcant detail from the model.
The fundamental approach by Shroeder et al. [131] uses the technique of vertex removal, also referred to as vertex decimation. It simpliﬁes the model by
successively removing a vertex and patching the resulting hole as illustrated in
Figure 2.2. To avoid degeneracies in the model it is necessary to check whether
the vertex removal would not change the topology of the model. Preserving the
topology is a valuable property for example in medical applications.
Turk [138] proposed an interesting method that could be named mesh resampling. Unlike most other methods, this one generally does not use any of
8
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Figure 2.2: Example of a vertex removal. The marked vertex has been removed.

the original vertices. It places random samples on the mesh surface instead.
The sampling could be either uniform or with increasing density in the areas
of higher curvature. Next a new mesh must be constructed from the samples.
Turk uses a very elegant and robust method. First the newly sampled vertices
are inserted into the original mesh. This is done by simple triangle subdivision
since the new vertices has been sampled from the mesh surface. The original
vertices are then successively removed similarly as in decimation. The method
guarantees that the topology will be preserved. Turk further presents how to
interpolate between the resampled models.
Another method is the edge contraction or edge collapse. It replaces two
incident vertices by a single one. All the edges that were connected to both
original vertices are connected to the new vertex. Figure 2.3 shows an example.
Edge collapse is an essential part of the algorithm by Hoppe et al. [69]. They

Figure 2.3: Example of an edge contraction. The marked edge has been contracted.

deﬁne an energy function that models the competing requirements of compact
representation and geometric ﬁdelity to the original mesh. The simpliﬁcation
is then solved as an optimisation problem to minimise the energy function.
After the edge contraction the question is where to place the new vertex.
Simple algorithms use the midpoint between the removed vertices. Advanced
techniques try to minimise the error incurred. This leads to the question of
error measure. Simpliﬁcation algorithms need to evaluate the error incurred
by removing a particular vertex or contracting an edge, so as to decide which
vertices to remove or which edges to contract. The error of removing a single
vertex is often measured as a distance of the vertex from an average plane of its
neighbours. For edge contraction, the distance between the involved vertices is
used. Alternatively, the change in object volume may be measured. The vertices
9
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are placed into a priority queue according to their associated error which is
continuously updated as the simpliﬁcation proceeds. Vertices are simpliﬁed in
the order of minimal error until the model is reduced to a desired size or until
an error threshold is reached.
Garland and Heckbert [50] proposed an analogous method to the edge contraction – the pair contraction. It diﬀers in that it can merge any two vertices,
being incident or not. This way the topology may change dramatically and
even independent objects may be joined together. This yields nice results when
a drastic simpliﬁcation is required. The algorithm uses quadric error metrics
to evaluate possible contractions. The error is computed as a quadratic form
which allows to compute the right replacement for the two contracted vertices
and generally achieves good quality simpliﬁcations.
Cohen et al. [22] proposed a technique of simplification envelopes. It is a
general framework within which various existing simpliﬁcation algorithms can
run. Simpliﬁcation envelopes are a generalisation of oﬀset surfaces. They allow
to generate mesh approximations that are guaranteed not to deviate from the
original mesh by more than a pre-speciﬁed amount. Precisely speaking, all
vertices of the simpliﬁed model will be within a distance  from the original
and vice versa. Topology is also guaranteed to be preserved. The algorithm
surrounds the original mesh with two envelopes and then performs simpliﬁcation
within this volume. The envelopes are constructed by oﬀsetting each vertex of
the original mesh in the direction of its normal and in the opposite direction
by . If should any self-intersection occur, the oﬀset  is reduced so as to avoid
that. The authors present two methods for computing the envelopes as well as
two simpliﬁcation algorithms that can actually be used within the framework.
Simpliﬁcation envelopes inherently ensure that sharp edges will be preserved.
The simpliﬁcation envelopes are particularly associated with the Hausdorﬀ
distance which is commonly used to measure the diﬀerence between the original
and the simpliﬁed model. Let X and Y be two point sets representing some
objects and let d be any metric. The (directed) Hausdorﬀ distance from X to
Y is deﬁned as
(2.1)
dh (X, Y ) = max{min{d(x, y)}}
x∈X y∈Y

It is the maximum of distances from any point x ∈ X to the closest point y ∈ Y .
The (symmetric) Hausdorﬀ distance between X and Y is then deﬁned as
dH (X, Y ) = max{dh (X, Y ), dh (Y, X)}

(2.2)

Simply speaking, the Hausdorﬀ distance is the greatest local diﬀerence between
the two objects.

2.2.3

Large data visualisation

This section describes techniques of large data visualisation. Many of the above
mentioned approaches could be used for visualisation as well. But they are
rather general and image rendering is just one of their possible applications.
The algorithms described in this section were developed primarily for the visualisation purposes.
10
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Level of detail
The idea of using a simpler representation of objects to improve rendering frame
rate was ﬁrst proposed in [21]. Level of detail techniques [102] are now often
employed to render complex scenes eﬃciently. Not all objects present in the
scene need to be rendered at full resolution. Distant objects are too small
for the ﬁne detail to be visible. Similarly, fast moving objects do not need
to be rendered in high detail. Therefore simpliﬁed models are used to reduce
system load. However, if an object slows down or gets close to the viewer, a
more detailed model should be used. So the rendering system must be able to
dynamically select a model in the appropriate resolution, thus control the level
of detail. Figure 2.4 shows a model at several diﬀerent resolutions.

Figure 2.4: Example of a model at four diﬀerent levels of detail. Images adopted
from [67].

In earlier times, lower resolution models were prepared by hand. This had
the advantage of perfect quality. The modeller person knows best which details
should be preserved and which can be dropped. But the handwork is rather slow
and expensive so automatic methods are used nowadays. The handmade models
usually had discrete levels of detail. It means that there was the original ﬁnest
model plus two or three simpliﬁed ones. Such models can be easily handled
but the so called popping eﬀect may appear when switching between particular
levels of detail. It means that the substitution of simpliﬁed models could be
noticeable for the viewer and often even disturbing. Automatic methods [100,
130] can generate smooth transitions by gradually increasing or decreasing the
amount of detail in the model. Sophisticated view-dependent methods [68, 97]
can even change the detail depending on the view direction, keeping high detail
only in the near parts and on the silhouette where ﬁne details are well visible.
Most simpliﬁcation algorithms can be used for the level of detail. Among
them the technique of progressive meshes [67] is especially remarkable. The
images in Figure 2.4 come from a progressive mesh. The goal is to ﬁnd such
a mesh M that both accurately represents the original object and has a small
number of vertices. This can be expressed as a minimisation of an energy
function
(2.3)
E(M ) = Edist (M ) + Erep (M ) + Espring (M )
The Edist term measures the distance of the mesh from the original, the Erep
term is a penalisation for the number of vertices, and the Espring term is to
regularise the optimisation problem. Please consult [67] for more details.
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The algorithm is based on [69] though it uses a modiﬁed energy function
and performs only edge collapses (no edge splits or edge swaps). The key
is that an edge collapse is invertible. The inverse transformation is called a
vertex split which adds a new vertex and two faces. A mesh is then stored
in a much coarser version together with a sequence of vertex splits. They
indicate how to incrementally reﬁne the mesh exactly back into the original
mesh. The representation thus deﬁnes a continuous sequence of meshes of
increasing accuracy, from which approximations of any desired complexity can
be retrieved. Moreover, geomorphs can be constructed between any two such
meshes. A geomorph is basically a linear interpolation between two models.
It makes very smooth transitions between them. Progressive meshes naturally
support progressive transmission, they permit selective reﬁnement and could
be used as a mesh compression.
Point based rendering
Points as rendering primitives were ﬁrst discussed in [98]. The point based
rendering got an increased popularity later [56, 127, 11]. A comparison of
various point based rendering techniques may be found in [129]. As the name
suggests the point based rendering uses points or similar very simple primitives
to render complex 3D models. Every point is deﬁned by its coordinates and
preferably has also a normal vector corresponding to the surface from where it
was sampled. Optionally, the point colour may be speciﬁed. Unlike conventional
triangle meshes, it works with just the points without connectivity. It does
not require any information about point adjacency. So there is no need for a
demanding and possibly unstable triangle mesh construction. This spares a lot
of time as well as memory because there is no need to store the mesh. For large
models, the problem is not only to compute the reconstruction. The problem
is even to hold the whole triangle mesh in the memory.
The point based rendering displays just individual points. It is therefore
necessary to render the points large enough so that they overlap and there are
no gaps between them. Otherwise the rendered model would have holes in its
surface. If the rendering is correct, points ﬁll the whole surface smoothly as
seen in Figure 2.5.
The most common primitives are indeed points. Do not confuse points with
pixels. A point is a spot that could be rendered several pixels large. Using
programmable graphics, the point size can be adjusted according to the actual
projected screen size. Rendering a spot is of course much easier then rasterising
a triangle, evaluating the lighting model in all three vertices and interpolating
the colour. Sprites1 are more ﬂexible primitives in that a texture can be mapped
on them. The most complicated primitives are quads or triangles, still with no
connectivity among them. Textures with alpha channel are mapped onto them
so points can be rendered for example as disks oriented according to the surface
normal.
Rendering points is simple and allows to display even large models. But
it is still proﬁtable to employ acceleration techniques such as an octree [90].
1

Small 2D images integrated into a 3D scene.
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Figure 2.5: The point based rendering. Overlapping points covering a surface.

Additionally, it allows to control the (view dependent) level of detail, do the
view-frustum and the back-face culling [120]. The octree is traversed as usual.
If a node lies outside of the view frustum, or if a node is determined as backfacing, or if the screen-projected size of a node is smaller than a threshold, then
the sub-tree under the node is not taken into account.
Vertex clustering
Rossignac and Borrel [126] proposed a simpliﬁcation method that uses vertex
clustering to render complex scenes. Perhaps a more precise expression would
be vertex quantisation. The scene is uniformly divided by a grid. The grid
resolution controls the amount of simpliﬁcation. Vertices falling into one grid
cell form a cluster which is then replaced by a single representative vertex. This
could be either the centre of mass of the cluster or the most signiﬁcant vertex.
The signiﬁcance of vertices is evaluated by their visual importance. Important vertices are those that
1. have a high probability of lying on the object’s silhouette from an arbitrary
viewing direction
2. bound large faces that should not be aﬀected by the removal of small
details
The ﬁrst criterion may be eﬃciently estimated by the inverse of the maximum
angle between all pairs of incident edges. The second criterion may be estimated
by the longest edge incident to the vertex.
The notable property of the algorithm is that it does not simplify objects
separately. If two objects are close together so that some of their vertices fall
into a single grid cell, the objects will be merged together. Manifold topology
is not required and not guaranteed to be preserved.
An example of the method results can be seen in Figure 2.6. The top image
shows an object vanishing into a distance with decreasing level of detail. The
bottom image shows all the instances at the same size.
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Figure 2.6: Examples of diﬀerent level of detail obtained by the clustering. Image
adopted from [126]; colours adjusted.

Luebke and Erikson [101] proposed a hierarchical dynamic simpliﬁcation.
It is a similar but more advanced approach. It also uses vertex clustering (but
can use any other simpliﬁcation algorithm) to create the so called vertex tree.
The tree deﬁnes how vertices (possibly from diﬀerent objects) will be merged
together to simplify the scene. Each node in the tree contains one or more vertices. The algorithm may collapse all of the vertices within a node into a single
representative vertex. Triangles whose corners have been collapsed together are
removed. Likewise, a node may be expanded by replacing the representative
vertex by the original node’s vertices. The triangles that were removed become
visible again. The vertex tree is queried dynamically at run time to generate the
desired degree of simpliﬁcation. The algorithm uses a screen space error metric
that measures the error in pixels and therefore perfectly reﬂects the distortion
that is actually visible.
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Data Streams
The concept of data streams is versatile and can be used in an extremely wide
area of applications. Typical tasks include detecting outliers, extreme events,
intrusions, track trends and perform analyses. Data streams are often found in
connection with computer networks [85, 94, 146], namely monitoring the traﬃc
or computing statistics of browser clicks and user queries. More applications
include astronomical [48], satellite and meteorological surveys, ﬁnancial observations [48] such as stock exchange and currency trades. An increasing interest
emerges also in computer graphics [70], particularly in computational geometry
[44, 121, 74, 78, 75].
The following section starts with an informal deﬁnition of data stream and
an on-the-surface discussion of diverse concepts adopted in diﬀerent disciplines.
Classical model problems are presented. Although simple, they can be inspiring
for solving practical tasks. Fundamental techniques frequently used in data
stream processing are introduced. The second section focuses on data streams
in computer graphics.

3.1

Data stream fundamentals

From a general point of view, data stream is a sequence of data. Every application branch then has diﬀerent speciﬁcations, expectations and limitations
posed on the stream. A comprehensive overview can be found in [117]. There
are essentially three challenges that may be concerned – to transmit the data
to the program, to compute sophisticated functions on large pieces of input in
an acceptable time, and to store the presented information long-term. Either
of the tasks may be demanded, or all of them.
In most cases the amount of data in the stream is extremely large so it is hard
to store it or to compute complex functions by conventional algorithms. Let N
be the length of the stream, i.e., the number of distinct pieces of information,
which is often supposed to be known. Data stream algorithms are usually
allowed to use O(N a ), a < 1, or O(log N ) memory.
The data stream can be stored on hard drives or tapes. This is the oﬄine
variant [78]. Processing time is not critical and it is possible, though discouraged, to do multiple passes over the data. Random access is prohibited. Oﬄine
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data streams allow to compute complex analysis on them. This is a common
case in computer graphics. By contrast, in online data streams [55] data arrive
at a very high rate so it is hard and usually impossible to process them exactly.
Approximate algorithms must be used. This is a common scenario in computer
networks.

3.1.1

Motivation puzzles

This is a list of typical problems being solved in the data stream model. Many
real world tasks can be directly mapped to them. The techniques how to solve
them are discussed in Section 3.1.3. For more details see for example the nice
survey [117].
A traditional task is ﬁnding missing numbers. Let π be a permutation
of {1 . . . n} and let π−1 be π with one number missing. Paul shows Carole
a stream consisting of π−1 [i] in the increasing order of i; Carole’s task is to
determine the missing number m. Of course she is not allowed to memorise all
the numbers. This is a rare data stream problem that can be solved exactly.

Carole maintains a sum of the presented numbers ij=1 π−1 [j]. The sum of all

the numbers {1 . . . n} is easy to compute as N (N2+1) , so the missing number can
be computed as
−1
N (N + 1) N
−
π−1 [j]
(3.1)
m=
2
j=1

Variants exist for more missing numbers [117]. Let π−2 be a permutation
with two missing numbers m1 and m2 . Carole now needs to maintain more
information. A simple solution would be to maintain a sum and a product of
the presented numbers. Carole then gets
m1 + m2 =

−2
N (N + 1) N
−
π−2 [j]
2
j=1

m1 m2 = n! −

N
−2

π−2 [j]

(3.2)

(3.3)

j=1

which is a simple system of equations. However, Carole can use far fewer bits
by tracking the sum and a sum of squares. The solution is then obtained from
the equation system
m1 + m2 =

−2
N (N + 1) N
−
π−2 [j]
2
j=1

(3.4)

m21 + m22 =

−2
N (N + 1)(2N + 1) N
−
(π−2 [j])2
6
j=1

(3.5)

This scheme can be extended to k missing numbers.
Further tasks commonly solved in data streams are counting distinct elements and detecting duplicate values [52, 6, 23]. Another problem is to ﬁnd
the majority value [15, 26] which is the value repeated most frequently. Closely
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related are the so called iceberg queries [107, 51, 14, 84] looking for items that
are repeated more frequently then a speciﬁed threshold. A common task is to
compute a histogram [17, 58, 53] or quantiles [55].

3.1.2

Data stream models

There are three traditional data stream models [117] that can be applied to
a majority of real world problems. Let a1 , a2 , . . . be the input stream that
describes an underlying signal A, suppose A : [1 . . . N ] → R for simplicity.
Models diﬀer in how the stream describes the signal. In the time series model
ai = A[i], i.e., ai present absolute values of the signal in the increasing order of
i. This is suitable for observing some quantity at regular intervals.
In the cash register model ai are increments to A[j]. Let Ai be the state
of the signal after seeing i items of the stream. Let ai = (j, Ii ), Ii ≥ 0, then
Ai [j] = Ai−1 [j] + Ii . Multiple ai can increment the same A[j] over time. The
cash register model is suitable for instance for web server access monitoring
because a single client may access the server multiple times.
The turnstile model diﬀers in that ai are updates to A[j]. Let ai = (j, Ui ),
Ui ∈ R, then Ai [j] = Ai−1 [j] + Ui . This model is appropriate for dynamic
systems with inserts and deletes, but it is often hard to ﬁnd good solutions.
A modiﬁcation is the strict turnstile model where ∀i : Ai [j] ≥ 0. The model is
suitable for example for a database where it is not possible to delete an item
not present.
There are more advanced models for special situations. Permutation streaming is a special case of the cash register model in which items do not repeat.
The input stream is a permutation of some set and the items arrive in an unordered way. The task may be to estimate various permutation edit distances
[27] or to estimate the number of inversions in the permutation [2, 64]. This
could be used for example to detect packet retransmissions in a network traﬃc.
In the case of a synchronised streaming [117] a function is to be computed
on two signals given as streams, e.g., estimating the edit distance of two strings.
Windowed streaming [29] is used to emphasise the recent history of the stream.
A sliding window of width w is deﬁned and the algorithm focuses only on the
data within the window, i.e., the most recent w items from the stream. This is
a common practise for example in fraud detection. A variant [28] of the model
is to age the input signal and to consider older records with a lower signiﬁcance.
Another variant [24] considers recent items of the stream at a ﬁne granularity
while the distant past is aggregated.

3.1.3

Typical data stream techniques

Many data stream algorithms are based on one of several fundamental techniques. Shedding is the simplest, often used on very fast and massive online
data streams. It just blindly samples the data at a lower frequency. True sampling, as it is used in data streams, carefully selects which data to retain and
which to drop [17, 55, 52, 107]. The sliding window has already been mentioned
in Section 3.1.2.
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Advanced techniques such as sticky sampling and lossy counting [107] are
used for example to determine how frequently particular elements occur in the
stream. Sticky sampling draws a sample set of distinct elements and counts how
many times each of them appeared. The sample set is continuously refreshed
to drop sporadic elements and to include new ones appearing in the stream.
Lossy counting is a bucketing technique, i.e., it divides the stream into pieces
(buckets) and processes them one after another. It counts all distinct elements
in a bucket. Before proceeding to the next one, all the counters are decremented
and elements whose counter reached zero are dropped. The sketching technique
[53, 15, 23, 25, 26, 73] computes summary information on the stream. It allows
various queries to be approximately answered very quickly.

3.2

Data streams in computer graphics

With an increasing size of geometric models, data stream approaches are getting into consideration especially in computational geometry [72]. Isenburg et
al. [78] proposed a streaming computation of Delaunay triangulation. Their
method is described in detail in Section 5.3.2. This section focuses on two more
applications of data streams [74, 121]. The streaming approach is not much
used in computer graphics so far. There are several more streaming algorithms
proposed by Isenburg et al. [76, 77, 75]. They often rely on the data to be
approximately sorted. Otherwise, some external pre-sorting must be done.

3.2.1

Streaming meshes

Geometric models are usually stored in the common format comprising of a list
of vertices followed by a list of triangles. There is no ordering required so a
triangle may reference vertices from both ends of the vertex list, as well as a
vertex may be referenced by triangles from both ends of the triangle list. It is
especially notable for instance at the Stanford bunny [137] where both triangles
and vertices are heavily scattered. This bad topological coherency is not well
suitable for huge gigabyte-sized models since any processing algorithm would
need random access to either of the lists. It prohibits the stream processing
and makes cashing ineﬃcient.
Isenburg and Lindstrom proposed streaming meshes [74] to overcome this
problem. The idea is to interleave vertices and triangles so that some algorithm
processing the mesh will come to the right vertices when they are needed.
Vertices that will not be needed anymore are finalised, i.e., marked that they
can be freed from memory. An algorithm processing an interleaved mesh can
thus hold just the vertices that are actually needed. It uses little memory and
does not need random access to the whole mesh.
Isenburg and Lindstrom suggest two variants of streaming meshes. The
pre-order format introduces a vertex just before the triangle that references it
for the ﬁrst time. The vertex is ﬁnalised as soon as it is referenced by the last
incident triangle. The post-order format ﬁrst introduces triangles. As soon
as all triangles incident to a vertex are present, the vertex is introduced and
implicitly immediately ﬁnalised.
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Many mesh generating applications work in such a way that the output can
be easily stored in the streaming format. Authors also propose methods how
to reorganise existing models.

3.2.2

Stream-processing points

A framework for stream-processing points was proposed by Pajarola [121]. The
input is a point cloud sorted along one direction. The algorithm then sweeps the
data along that direction and processes them as a stream. Points are sequentially loaded into the memory where stream operators (see bellow) are applied
to them. Many operations such as normal computation cannot be performed
on isolated points. Therefore a working set is maintained where points accumulate and their local neighbourhood is available. As soon as a point cannot
contribute anymore to any operation, it is released from the working set and
written to the output. Eventually, a buﬀer and a deferred write may be used
to preserve the global stream ordering.
Pajarola introduces stream operators as functions computed on a single
point using only a local neighbourhood. They are applied to the points that have
all necessary neighbours present in the working set. Pajarola introduces several
elementary operators that are particularly important for processing raw point
clouds. Except the elementary I/O operators, they are k nearest neighbours,
normal computation, curvature estimation, splat size estimation (for the point
based rendering; see Section 2.2.3), and fairing (smoothing). The power of
the stream-processing framework consists in that the stream operators can be
concatenated and thus a complex computation on the data can be performed in
a single pass. The operators are implemented as modules with input and output
buﬀers. A module starts computing when it has enough data in the input buﬀer.
Processed points are passed to the output buﬀer. This way modules hand over
the data eﬃciently as the computation proceeds.
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Clustering
Over the years, clustering has evolved into a really general concept. It is used in
various data analysis [37, 5], data mining [43] (specially mining large databases
[118, 149]), information retrieval [124], image segmentation [79], pattern recognition [7] and other scientiﬁc ﬁelds [81, 82]. It can also be found in non-technical
disciplines such as archeology or marketing.
Clustering means, in principle, grouping similar elements together. Depending on the area of application, elements could be anything – from points in 1D
space1 to 3D objects, entire images, documents or data base entries. Each
element is described by a characteristic vector. Points are speciﬁed by their
coordinates. For more complex elements some abstraction is needed to get a
suitable representation. This work focuses on clustering of points in 3D. We
are going to investigate also more complex objects, surely triangles. The future
work is outlined in Section 7.2.
A majority of clustering tasks are NP-hard problems so most algorithms
produce only approximate results.
A comprehensive overview of clustering can be found for example in [38,
65, 37, 81, 82, 108]. This chapter will brieﬂy introduce the main concepts of
clustering. It will then concentrate on the facility location problem and methods
for clustering large data.

4.1

Distance measures

To measure a similarity between elements, it is necessary to determine a distance measure. By far the most common is the Euclidean distance. Given
two elements xi = {xi1 , xi2 , . . . xiD }, xj = {xj1 , xj2 , . . . xjD } in D dimensional
space, the Euclidean distance is deﬁned as


d(xi , xj ) =

(xi − xj )2

(4.1)

It works well for compact spherical clusters. Diﬀerent measures are used for
special applications, e.g., to detect clusters of a complex shape or for pattern
1

Clustering the depth information for rendering.
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matching. The Minkowski metric is a generalisation of the Euclidean distance
and is deﬁned as

(4.2)
dp (xi , xj ) = p (xi − xj )p
Anisotropic metrics can be used to ﬁnd clusters of non-spherical shape. This
is discussed in detail in Section 6.4. The Mahalanobis distance [105] can be
used if there is a correlation between elements of the characteristic vector. It is
suitable for classiﬁcation of elements into classes. A covariance matrix Σ of each
class is computed from known samples. The Mahalanobis distance between an
element xi and a class with a mean xj is then deﬁned as


dM (xi , xj ) =

(xi − xj )T Σ−1 (xi − xj )

(4.3)

The Hausdorﬀ distance [116] can be used to measure the distance between sets,
e.g., for point set matching. Given two sets A and B and an arbitrary metric
d, the (oriented) Hausdorﬀ distance from A to B is deﬁned as the maximal
distance from an arbitrary point a ∈ A to the closest point b ∈ B. Written in
the form of equation
dh (A, B) = max{min{d(a, b)}}
a∈A b∈B

(4.4)

From the properties of minimum and maximum operators follows that the distance is not symmetric. The general Hausdorﬀ distance between A and B is
deﬁned as
(4.5)
dH (A, B) = max{dh (A, B), dh (B, A)}
Following sections assume the use of the Euclidean distance. It is the most
common measure, very simple and works well in many scenarios.

4.2

Clustering approaches

A large amount of clustering techniques exist. This section gives an overview
of various diﬀerent approaches. The most common algorithms are described in
more detail. For further information please refer for example to [82, 108].
Clustering algorithms can be divided, according to some particular principle
of their function, into two opposed courses. Following paragraphs list several
such divisions.
Clustering algorithms can be either partitional or hierarchical. Partitional
approaches divide the data into an exact number of clusters (partitions). Hierarchical algorithms create a hierarchy of small clusters grouped into larger
clusters forming a tree structure called dendrogram. The degree of clustering
can be than controlled by going up and down in the hierarchy. Figures 4.1
and 4.2 show examples of partitional and hierarchical clustering of the same
data. The dashed line in the dendrogram in Figure 4.2(b) shows from which
level of the hierarchy the clustering in Figure 4.2(a) was created.
Another possible division is to agglomerative and divisive or partitional algorithms. An agglomerative approach [95, 87, 136] starts with each element in
a single cluster. These are then successively merged according to a similarity
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Figure 4.1: An example of a partitional clustering.
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Figure 4.2: An example of a hierarchical clustering with a dendrogram on the right.

measure until a stopping condition is met. The algorithm usually stops when
a desired number of clusters has been reached, or when there is such a low
similarity between existing clusters that no further can be merged. A divisive
approach [104, 5] works vice versa. It starts with all the data in one large
cluster. It is then repeatedly split according to a dissimilarity measure. Again
the algorithm stops when there is a predetermined number of clusters or when
existing clusters are homogeneous enough so that no further splits are necessary.
The clustering can be either hard or fuzzy. Hard clustering [104] assigns
each element into exactly one cluster. Fuzzy set theory was ﬁrst applied to
clustering in [128]. Fuzzy clustering [10, 9] determines a degree of membership
in several clusters for each element. It is then possible to get a hard clustering
by assigning each element into the cluster with the largest membership value.
Clustering algorithms can be deterministic or stochastic. Stochastic techniques [104] usually use some random search among all possible solutions. Such
algorithms do not always yield an optimal solution but often guarantee a constant factor approximation. A great beneﬁt is that randomised algorithms
mostly run rather fast and thus are perfectly suitable for processing large
amounts of data.
The clustering method may process the data all at once or work incrementally. If the algorithm works with all the data together it can in principle
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produce more precise results. Incremental algorithms [60] can be faster and
have much lower memory requirements which is again a great beneﬁt when
processing large data. The low memory requirements come from the fact that
the algorithm does not need to store all information about the data processed so
far. It is only necessary to hold summary information about particular clusters
which can be orders of magnitude smaller than all the data contained in them.
The notion of cluster representation was introduced in [38] and was subsequently studied in [36, 114]. There are two major cluster representations –
centroid based and sample based. The centroid based approach stores just the
centre of each cluster and possibly the number of elements contained within.
This is a very compact representation but completely suﬃcient for many applications. The sample based approach stores several well chosen representatives
for each cluster, e.g., points at the border of the cluster. This requires more
memory but also gives more information in particular about the cluster shape
and possibly about how elements are distributed within the cluster. Figure 4.3
shows the diﬀerence between the centroid based representation (on the left) and
the sample based representation (on the right). There is a single cluster in both
ﬁgures. Crosses show the summary information stored about the cluster.

Figure 4.3: The centroid based cluster representation on the left, and the sample
based representation on the right.

Following sections describe some of the most common clustering algorithms
in detail. Namely two examples of the hierarchical agglomerative clustering
– the single-link and the complete-link algorithm. Then the famous k-means
algorithm and ﬁnally the facility location. Except these, a vast amount of
other methods exist. Many of them are modiﬁcations and/or combinations of
the methods described here.
Further, there are diﬀerent approaches based on genetic algorithms [54], simulated annealing [125], tabu search [3] or artiﬁcial neural networks [80]. They
have good theoretical properties. Evolutionary approaches (genetic algorithms
and simulated annealing) are globalised search techniques. This ensures that
they do not remain stuck at some local optimum. All of the four approaches give
solutions very close to optimum. Unfortunately, these methods do not perform
so well in practise. They are sensitive to the initial setting of learning/control
parameters which is impractical. Neural networks are often order-dependent
which means that they can produce diﬀerent results for diﬀerent input ordering. Perhaps the biggest problem of all the methods is that they are too slow,
especially genetic algorithms which also require a lot of memory. They are thus
used only for small data sets of about hundreds or thousands of elements.
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4.2.1

Single-link and complete-link

Single-link [136] and complete-link [87] are hierarchical agglomerative clustering
approaches. They are non-incremental, deterministic and do the hard clustering. They diﬀer in the way they measure the similarity between clusters. The
single-link algorithm deﬁnes the distance between two clusters as the minimum
pairwise distance between the elements of the two clusters, i.e., the similarity
of the clusters is measured as the similarity of their most similar members.
By contrast, the complete-link algorithm uses the maximum pairwise distance,
i.e., the similarity of the clusters is measured as the similarity of their most
dissimilar members.
The single-link algorithm is more versatile but tends to produce straggly or
elongated clusters. This could be unpleasant but in some scenarios it is very
useful to detect non-spherical clusters. The complete-link algorithm produces
compact clusters. Which algorithm works better depends on the nature of
input data. Figure 4.4 shows a comparison of both approaches. The single-link
algorithm (a) correctly detects the cluster at the top but merges the two clusters
at the bottom. On the contrary, the complete-link algorithm (b) separates the
two bottom clusters but also splits the top cluster.

(a) single-link

(b) complete-link

Figure 4.4: A comparison of the single-link and the complete-link approach.

A few terms of graph theory will be necessary for the following text. A
connected graph is a graph where there is a path connecting each pair of points.
A connected component of a graph is a maximal set of connected points such
that there is a path connecting each pair. A clique in a graph is a set of points
that are completely linked together.
The single-link algorithm can be summarised as follows
1. Start with each element in a distinct cluster. Compute distances between
all pairs of elements.
2. Take these distances in an ascending order. For each such distance d form
a graph where pairs of elements closer than d are connected by an edge.
When all the elements form a connected graph, stop.
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3. The result is a hierarchy of graphs where an arbitrary similarity level can
be selected. The clusters are the connected components of the appropriate
graph.
The complete-link algorithm basically works the same way. The diﬀerence is
that the second phase is terminated when all the elements form a single clique.
When a graph is selected from the hierarchy, clusters are the maximal cliques
of the graph.
The time complexity of both algorithms is O(N 2 log N ), whereas the singlelink can be improved to O(N 2 ). Nevertheless, both algorithms must compute
N 2 distances which is the most demanding part of the computation. More on
the complexity analysis can be found in [109].

4.2.2

k-means

The k-means [104] is for sure the best known clustering algorithm. It gained
popularity for its simplicity, short running time and low memory requirements.
It is a partitional non-incremental stochastic algorithm. It does hard clustering
but there is a modiﬁcation fuzzy c-means [10] that does fuzzy clustering.
The k-means algorithm works as follows
1. Choose k cluster centres either randomly or based on some heuristics.
2. Assign each element to the closest cluster centre.
3. Recompute cluster centres as centroids of particular clusters.
4. While a convergence criterion is not met, go to step 2. Typical convergence criteria are no (or minimal) reassignments between clusters or a
low decrease in the squared error (i.e., a sum of squared distances to the
cluster centres).
The algorithm has a time complexity of O(N kI) [110], where I is the number of iterations. Practical experience shows that far less than N iterations
are necessary to achieve convergence. The algorithm has some disadvantages.
Perhaps the most signiﬁcant one is that it is necessary to determine the number
of clusters k prior to starting the algorithm. It could be solved by running the
algorithm several times with diﬀerent settings and choosing the best result (the
minimal squared error). But this considerably increases the running time. Next
problem is that for some bad initial conﬁguration the algorithm may converge
to a local optimum. There are methods [110] for choosing the initial cluster
centres so that the global optimum is reached with high probability.
Another approach is to allow cluster splitting and merging according to
some additional criteria. This should solve both the above mentioned problems
(the choice of k as well as the initial seed). One example of such an approach
is the ISODATA algorithm [5]. The question is then how to balance the splitting/merging criteria.
In addition to the mentioned modiﬁcations, there are several more. Namely
the k-median algorithm with the restriction that cluster centres can only be
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chosen among input data elements. A comparison of the k-means and the
k-median can be seen in Figure 4.5. In case of the k-median, the exact geometric
centre is shifted to the closest data element. There are other modiﬁcations that
use diﬀerent distance measures or cluster representations [110, 10].

(a) k-means

(b) k-median

Figure 4.5: A comparison of the k-means and the k-median algorithm.

4.2.3

Facility location

The facility location problem is a special clustering task. The general formulation is as follows. Let F be the set of so called facilities and C be the set of
clients (in some literature expressed as D as for demand nodes). Every client
should be serviced by (connected to) a facility. The problem is to determine
which facilities to open and which clients should they service. The facility
cost must be payed for opening a facility. The service cost must be payed for
connecting clients to facilities (mostly based on the distance). The problem
has a direct real life application. Imagine there are some cities that need to
be supplied with electricity and there are several potential locations where a
power plant could be built. Building a power plant everywhere would be too
expensive; as well as connecting all the cities to a single one. It is to be determined where to build a power plant and where to connect particular cities. It
is necessary to ﬁnd such a balance to minimise the overall costs.
Expressing the problem in a mathematical way, the task is to minimise the
overall clustering cost Q deﬁned as
Q=


j∈F

fc +



cij

(4.6)

i∈C

where fc is the facility cost, and cij is the distance between a client i ∈ C and its
facility j ∈ F . Distances are generally considered non-negative, symmetric and
satisfying the triangle inequality. It is to be noted that generally there are no
restrictions on the set of facilities F . It can be independent of C, a subset of C,
or equal to C. There are some specialisations of the facility location problem.
Facilities may have diﬀerent facility costs and may have limited capacities to
service just a certain number of clients. These specialisations are not considered
in the following text.
To compute an ordinary clustering of a set P , simply set C = P and F = P .
Unlike the k-means algorithm, there is no need to specify the number of clusters
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in advance. It is, however, necessary to choose the facility cost. It determines
how the clustering will look like. A high value will produce a clustering with a
low number of large clusters. Facilities are expensive so only a few of them will
be opened and a lot of clients connected to each of them. On the other hand, a
low facility cost will result in many small clusters. Facilities are cheap so a lot
of them will be opened and clients distributed among them. Recommendations
on how to set the facility cost can be found in Section 6.2 on page 47.
Following sections describe three diﬀerent approaches to solve the facility
location problem. A brief overview of them may be found in [132].
Linear programming rounding
The method was introduced by Shmoys et al. [133] based on the work by Lin
and Vitter [99]. It was later extended and improved in [57, 19]. The approach
is based on a linear programming relaxation. Let C be the set of clients and
F be the set of facilities. We allow F = C. Let cij denote the distance of the
client i ∈ C to the facility j ∈ F . Let xij = 1 if the client i is connected to
the facility j; xij = 0 otherwise. Finally, let yj = 1 if the facility j is opened;
yj = 0 otherwise. The facility location problem can be then formulated as an
integer program
minimise



cij xij +

M
−1


fc · yj

(4.7)

j=0

i∈C j∈F

subject to


∀j ∈ F

(4.8)

xij ≤ yj

∀i ∈ C, j ∈ F

(4.9)

xij ∈ {0; 1}

∀i ∈ C, j ∈ F

(4.10)

∀j ∈ F

(4.11)

xij = 1

i∈C

yj ∈ {0; 1}

whereas 4.8 ensures that each point will be connected to exactly one facility
and 4.9 ensures that it will be connected to an open facility. If we let xij and yj
be any positive real numbers we get a linear relaxation of the integer program.
This can be solved in polynomial time. The fractional solution is then rounded
to the integer solution while increasing the clustering cost by a small constant
factor. The proof may be found in [133].
Primal-dual algorithm
There is a related approach also based on linear programming. It was introduced by Jain and Vazirani [83] and later addressed by Charikar and Guha [16]
and Mahdian et al. [106]. The method again starts with an integer program
stated by Equations 4.7–4.11 and its linear relaxation. A dual program is then
constructed as

αi
(4.12)
maximise
i∈C
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subject to
αi − βij ≤ cij


∀i ∈ C, j ∈ F

(4.13)

βij ≤ fc

∀j ∈ F

(4.14)

αi ≥ 0

∀i ∈ C

(4.15)

βij ≥ 0

∀i ∈ C, j ∈ F

(4.16)

i∈C

The solution of this dual linear program gives the solution to the original problem. There is an intuitive interpretation of the dual variables αi and βij . The
αi can be understood as a total contribution of the client i towards opening
some facility and connecting the client to it. This can be divided to cij for
connecting i to the facility j and βij for opening the facility; see Equation 4.13.
Equation 4.14 describes how several clients pay for opening a facility.
Based on the dual linear program and the interpretation of dual variables, an
algorithm can be formulated. The original primal-dual algorithm was proposed
in [83]. The following description is, however, based on [106] which is a slightly
easier and more intuitive modiﬁcation. A notion of time is introduced. The
algorithm starts at the time 0. Initially, all clients are unconnected, all facilities
are closed and αi = 0 ∀i ∈ C. While C = ∅, for every client i ∈ C, increase the
parameter αi simultaneously at a unit rate (say by 1 in a unit time), until one
of the following events occurs.
1. For an unconnected client i and an open facility j, the equality αi = cij
comes true. In this case, connect the client i to the facility j and remove
i from C.




2. For a closed facility j, i∈C βij = i∈C max(0, αi − cij ) = fc. This means
that the total contribution of clients is suﬃcient to open the facility j. In
this case, open the facility j and for each unconnected client i for which
αi ≥ cij , connect i to j and remove i from C.
If more events occur at the same time, they can be processed in an arbitrary
order.
Local search algorithm
From the general point of view, local search technique operates on a graph on
the space of all feasible solutions. Two solutions are connected by an edge if one
solution can be obtained from the other by a particular type of modiﬁcation.
The local search technique then walks in the graph along nodes with decreasing
costs and searches for a local optimum. That is such a node whose cost is not
greater than the cost of each of its neighbours. Korupolu et al. [91] analysed
clustering techniques based on the local search. One of the ﬁrst such techniques
was proposed by Charikar and Guha [16]. First, a coarse initial solution is
generated. It is then iteratively reﬁned by a series of local search improvements.
A single local search step can be brieﬂy described as follows. A facility is chosen
at random and it is determined whether opening it can improve the solution.
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If so, nearby clients are reassigned to the new facility. Facilities with a low
number of remaining clients are then closed and their clients are reassigned to
the new facility too.
Describing the local search algorithm more precisely, a facility j ∈ F is
selected at random (does not matter whether it is open or closed) and it is
determined whether it can improve the current solution: If j is not already open,
the facility cost would have to be payed for opening it. Next, some clients may
be closer to j then to their current facility. All such clients can be reassigned to
j, decreasing the connection cost. After that some facilities may have just a few
clients. If those clients would be reassigned somewhere else, the facilities could
be closed and their facility costs spared. To limit computational complexity,
reassignments are allowed only to the facility j which is being investigated.
The reassignments will indeed increase connection costs, but the savings for
closing the facilities (sparing their facility costs) could be larger. The possible
improvement of the current solution is computed by the so called gain function.
If gain(j) > 0, the facility j is opened (if not already open) and reassignments
and closures are performed. The algorithm written in a pseudo-code can be
found in Appendix A.1.
Figure 4.6 illustrates one local search improvement. Facilities are shown
as big circles. Lines show the assignment of points to facilities. The original
situation is on the left. The big grey circle denotes the facility candidate. Gray
dashed lines show prepared reassignments. The situation after reassignments
and closures is shown on the right. You can see that the candidate facility
was actually opened. Some points were reassigned to it and the facility at the
bottom was closed.

Figure 4.6: Situation before and after one local search step.

In order to obtain a constant-factor approximation, the described local
search technique is repeated N log N times [16], where N is the number of
potential facilities. The complete clustering algorithm written in a pseudo-code
can be found in Appendix A.2. We believe that the number of iterations could
be considerably reduced at the cost of slightly decreased accuracy. This is
discussed in Section 6.1, starting on page 46.
An algorithm to create the initial solution is also presented in [16]. It is for
the general case when the facility cost can be diﬀerent for each facility. This text
assumes uniform facility costs so a diﬀerent algorithm proposed by Meyerson
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[113] will be described here. It assumes that all input points are potential
facilities, i.e., C = F , which is quite common in general clustering problems.
Points are taken in random order. A facility is always created at the ﬁrst one.
For every other point, the distance d to the closest already open facility is
measured. A new facility is opened at the point with probability d/fc (or one
if d > fc). Otherwise, the point is assigned to the closest already open facility.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the process how the initial solution is generated. The
image on the left shows the situation after processing the ﬁrst six points. The
image in the middle shows that a new facility has been opened at the seventh
point and three more points were processed. It is obvious that the assignment
of clients to facilities is not perfect. The image on the right emphasises this by
showing a crossing of assignments.

Figure 4.7: The process of generating the initial solution.

4.3

Clustering large data

Methods for clustering large data can be roughly divided into two parts. The
ﬁrst family of methods was developed for large databases focusing mainly on
reducing the computational time. The second family is intended for processing
real data streams. In this case the amount of data fairly exceeds the available memory so special techniques are required to process the data in smaller
manageable pieces.

4.3.1

Methods for large databases

Originally, the problem with large data was not so much concerned with limited memory. Problems appeared earlier than all the memory was full. Many
common clustering algorithms have a time complexity of O(N 2 log N ) which
could be too much even when processing some thousands of elements. Several techniques were developed to overcome this issue. Although some of the
methods can deal even with data that are larger than the available memory,
they are usually not inﬁnitely scalable and therefore are not suitable for true
data stream processing. The following sections describe algorithms based on
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a minimisation of the sum of squared errors which is the most common case
for general clustering. There are special density-based [41] or grid-based [122]
methods but these are out of the scope of this work.
Algorithm CLARANS
One of the ﬁrst approaches to clustering large databases is the CLARA (Clustering LARge Applications) algorithm [86]. Instead of processing the entire
data set, the algorithm draws a random sample of the data. The sample is
then clustered using an ordinary k-medoid algorithm2 [86]. Resulting medoids
approximate the medoids of the whole data set. To get a better approximation,
several samples may be drawn and the one with minimal sum of squared errors
(SSQ) will be selected. For even better accuracy, the SSQ is computed among
the entire data set, not just the sample.
The algorithm CLARANS (Clustering Large Applications based on RANdomised Search) [118] uses a diﬀerent approach. Instead of working with just
a sample and possibly missing some important data element, it uses the whole
data set but limits the eﬀort of the clustering algorithm. More speciﬁcally,
CLARANS views the problem of clustering as a graph searching problem. Each
set of cluster centres represents a graph node. Two nodes are neighbours if they
diﬀer in just one centre, i.e., if one set of centres can be obtained from the other
by replacing a single centre. The search starts at an arbitrary node, searching
for the node with a minimal clustering cost. Thus at every node, neighbours
are examined in a random order and the search continues to a neighbour with a
lower (not necessarily the lowest) cost. To limit the computational complexity,
just a limited number of neighbours is inspected at every node. If none with
a lower cost is found, the current node is proclaimed a local minimum. Again,
this algorithm can be repeated several times and the best solution selected.
Algorithm BIRCH
The BIRCH (Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering using Hierarchies)
[149] uses a completely diﬀerent approach. For each cluster the so called clustering feature (CF) is deﬁned as a triple (N, LS, SS), where N is the number
of elements in the cluster, LS is the (linear) sum of elements and SS is the
square sum. Only this summary information is held for each cluster, instead
of all the elements. This is highly eﬃcient and fully suﬃcient for all further
algorithm decisions. Clustering features are organised in the CF tree. Each leaf
node contains a list of [CFi ] entries, where CFi are cluster features of particular
clusters. A leaf node is a cluster made up of all the subclusters represented
by its entries. The size of all clusters (entries) in a leaf node is limited by a
threshold value T . A non-leaf node contains a list of [CFi , childi ] entries, where
childi is a pointer to a child node and CFi is the cluster feature of this child.
So a non-leaf node is also a cluster made up of all the child subclusters.
2
Also known as the k-median algorithm. A medoid is similar to a mean, but a medoid
always belongs to the data set.
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The BIRCH is an incremental algorithm so it dynamically builds the CF tree
as data arrive. Each new element ﬁnds its way through the tree into the appropriate cluster. If the cluster can absorb the element, i.e., the threshold T
would not be exceeded, the element is added to the cluster. If the cluster would
exceed the threshold, a new cluster (leaf entry) is created and the new element
is placed there. If any node would have too many entries, the node is split and
its entries are redistributed. In either case (absorption, new cluster creation,
split) appropriate cluster features are updated. Updates are propagated up the
tree which is no problem because cluster features are additive.
With the restrictions on the maximal cluster size and the maximal number
of entries in a node, the algorithm can process very large data in a constant
memory. The CF tree compresses data into compact summaries while maintaining the ﬁnest granularity that can be achieved given the available memory.
Entries in the leaf nodes need not be perfect clusters so it is best to pass them
to some ordinary clustering algorithm.
Algorithm CURE
CURE (Clustering Using REpresentatives) [61] is a hierarchical agglomerative
clustering algorithm. It uses a compromise between all-point and centroidbased cluster representation. A constant number of well scattered samples
is chosen in each cluster. These samples capture the shape and extent of the
cluster which allows CURE to capture even non-spherical clusters. The samples
are then shrunk towards the centre of the cluster by a fraction α and used
as representatives of the cluster. The algorithm then proceeds as common
hierarchical agglomerative clustering. It merges clusters with the closest pair
of representatives.
CURE is less sensitive to outlier points. If an outlier would be selected for
the representative, it would be shifted a large distance due to the shrinking,
thus reducing any distortive eﬀect. The kinds of clusters identiﬁed by the
algorithm can be tuned by the parameter α. For α = 1 the algorithm reduces
to a centroid-based method like the complete link. For α = 0 it becomes similar
to the all-points approach like the single link. See Section 4.2.1 for a reference
on single link and complete link algorithms.
To handle large data sets that cannot ﬁt into the main memory, CURE uses
random sampling to reduce the size of the input. If this is still not enough, the
algorithm ﬁrst partitions the random sample and partially clusters the data in
each partition. The pre-clustered data is then clustered again in a second pass
to generate ﬁnal clusters. This also improves running time since it is faster to
process several smaller pieces than a single large one.

4.3.2

Methods for data streams

Algorithms for clustering data streams can be divided into three groups. The
ﬁrst approach is based on the divide and conquer strategy. The data set is
divided into several blocks which are solved separately. One or more representatives are then selected from each cluster and these are further clustered to
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get the result. This technique can be extended to more levels if the data set is
still too large.
The second approach is an incremental clustering. A cluster is created
for the ﬁrst data element. Then following elements are considered one after
another. Each one is either assigned to one of the existing clusters or to a new
cluster. This is done based on some similarity measure. This approach is used
by the leader clustering algorithm [65], for a more recent application see [113].
The major advantage of incremental clustering is that the algorithm does not
need to store all the data in the memory. So the space requirements are small.
Algorithms are typically non-iterative so their running time is also low. The
problem with incremental approaches is that the algorithms are mostly orderdependent. This means that the result of the clustering depends on the order
in which the data is presented to the algorithm.
The last approach represents parallel algorithms. This area is out of scope
of this work.
Divide and conquer data stream clustering
This paragraph will describe a method based on the divide and conquer strategy.
The algorithm was proposed by Guha et al. [60] and later addressed in [119, 59].
It is easier to ﬁrst explain the algorithm that can process smaller data streams.
It partitions the stream into blocks which are processed separately. Each block
is clustered by an ordinary clustering algorithm. The method by Guha et al.
prefers the local search algorithm for its linear memory requirements. Resulting
intermediate cluster centres are weighted by the number of elements assigned
to them. The algorithm keeps only these centres and discards all other data
from the blocks. The intermediate centres are then clustered again in order to
get the ﬁnal clustering. The clustering is done with respect to centre weights
so that centres of big clusters have a larger importance.
If the data stream is too large, the intermediate cluster centres may not
ﬁt in the memory. This can be easily solved by allowing multiple passes. The
intermediate centres can be stored on an external memory and then processed
in the same way as the original data stream. Weights for resulting centres
are then computed as a sum of weights of all assigned intermediate centres.
By recursively using the algorithm, it is possible to process a data stream of
virtually any size. It is now straightforward to extend the technique so that
no external memory is required. The algorithm proceeds with clustering blocks
of the data stream and stores the intermediate centres in another block at a
higher level. When this block is full, it is clustered again and resulting centres
are stored at the next level.
Given a block size m, the algorithm maintains at most m intermediate
centres at every level. As soon as there are m centres at any level, they are
clustered again and passed one level higher. At the end, the ﬁnal result is
found at the top level after clustering all the intermediate centres. Figure 4.8
illustrates the divide and conquer clustering. Blocks in the data stream are
delimited by bold lines. Black dots indicate cluster centres in particular blocks.
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the second level

the first level

input data stream
Figure 4.8: The divide and conquer clustering.

The number of levels l required to process the entire data stream can be
computed as
log(N/m)
(4.17)
l=
log(m/k)
where N is the number of elements in the whole data stream, m is the block size
and k is the average number of clusters in each block. Cited papers present the
equation without any further explanation. This paragraph shows how it can be
derived. At the zero level, the data stream has N elements which are divided
into N/m blocks. These blocks will be clustered into N/m · k intermediate
cluster centres, which will be divided into N/m · k/m ﬁrst level blocks. The
situation repeats at higher levels until resulting l level intermediate centres ﬁt
into a single block. This can be expressed as
N/m · k/m · k/m · . . . · k/m = 1

(4.18)

where k/m repeats l times. After a simple rearrangement
N/m = m/k · m/k · . . . · m/k = (m/k)l

(4.19)

Taking a logarithm of Equation 4.19 we get
l = logm/k (N/m) =

log(N/m)
log(m/k)

(4.20)
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Delaunay Triangulation
The Delaunay triangulation [33] is well known in computational geometry. This
chapter recapitulates fundamental properties and methods of construction. Further details may be found for example in [123, 103, 88]. The rest of this chapter
then focuses on methods for building hierarchies in the triangulation and methods suitable for large data.
Let’s start with a formal deﬁnition of a general triangulation. A triangulation T (S) of a set of points S is a partitioning of space into simplices (triangles
in 2D, tetrahedra in 3D) having the following properties
1. vertices of every simplex are a subset of S
2. intersection of arbitrary two simplices is either empty, a common vertex,
or a common edge (or a common face)
3. the set of simplices T (S) is maximal, i.e., it is not possible to add any
other simplex without violating one of the previous conditions
From the last property follows that the boundary of a triangulation is the convex
hull of S. The Delaunay triangulation is a triangulation where the circumcircle
of any simplex is an empty circle, i.e., it does not contain any other point
of S. A circumsphere is used in 3D and a circumscribed hypersphere in any
higher dimension. The Delaunay triangulation is so popular because it has
some nice properties. It maximises the minimum inner angle of the triangles in
2D. In other words, the Delaunay triangulation produces triangles most close
to the equiangular triangle. This property is important because it ensures a
low number of narrow triangles that could cause numerical problems in later
processing. In higher dimensions it minimises the maximal containment sphere
of simplices. In d-dimensional space if no d + 2 points lie on a common d-sphere
and no k + 2 points, k < d, lie in a common k-dimensional subspace, then the
Delaunay triangulation is unique.

5.1

Constructing the Delaunay triangulation

There are generally six approaches to construct the Delaunay triangulation.
They are described in the following sections. Alternatively, the Delaunay tri35
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angulation can be directly obtained from a Voronoi diagram [142, 123]. This is
used very rarely, for instance in [71].

5.1.1

Local improvements

The technique based on local improvements [96] ﬁrst creates an arbitrary triangulation. It then checks the empty circumcircle criterion for all neighbouring
triangles and swaps their common edge if the criterion is violated. Given two
neighbouring triangles forming a quad, an edge swap is a local modiﬁcation
such that the edge is replaced by the other quad diagonal. In Figure 5.1 on the
left, the grey triangle does not fulﬁl the Delaunay property – its circumcircle
contains another vertex. So the bold edge is swapped. Resulting triangles are
shown on the right.

Figure 5.1: Example of an edge swap.

The algorithm of local improvements is guaranteed to converge only in 2D.
Obviously, it is not suitable for large data processing because the whole triangulation must be held in memory. It also does not allow to have any hierarchy
in the triangulation. The time complexity is governed by the number of swaps
after the construction of the initial triangulation. In 2D, it is O(N 2 ) in the
worst case and O(N ) expected.

5.1.2

Incremental construction

Quite a diﬀerent approach is the incremental construction. The fundamental
algorithm [111] starts with an arbitrary point of S and its closest neighbour.
The edge between these two points forms the base for the triangulation. Then
for every outer edge AB of the current triangulation, the algorithm ﬁnds such a
point C for which the triangle ABC has an empty circumcircle1 . The triangle
ABC is added to the triangulation. This repeats until the whole set S has been
triangulated. The progress of incremental construction is illustrated in Figure
5.2. The algorithm has the worst case time complexity of O(N 3 ) unless some
eﬃcient data structure is used, e.g., a grid as in [20].
1

Alternatively, a triangle with the smallest circumcircle may be found. It must inherently
be empty, because otherwise another triangle with a smaller circumcircle would exist.
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Figure 5.2: The process of incremental construction.

5.1.3

Sweeping construction

A sweeping algorithm for the construction of the Delaunay triangulation was
presented by Fortune [46]. It is rather complicated but the time complexity is
O(N log N ) in the worst case. An advantage of incremental construction is that
once a triangle has been created, it is never changed. This allows to process even
large amounts of data. If the algorithm proceeds wisely, the already triangulated
parts can be put away, leaving memory for further data. This technique was
proposed by Isenburg et al. [78] and is described in Section 5.3.

5.1.4

Incremental insertion

Perhaps the most popular approach is the incremental insertion. The algorithm
starts with an artiﬁcial super-triangle enclosing all the input points. These are
then successively inserted into the current triangulation, often in random order.
There are two methods of the insertion. The ﬁrst one [63, 103] locates
the triangle that contains the point being inserted. The triangle is subdivided
into three new triangles formed by two vertices of the original triangle and
the inserted vertex. The triangulation is then “legalised” by edge swaps as
necessary to satisfy the Delaunay criterion. The insertion with swaps is shown
in Figure 5.3. These swaps can aﬀect the whole triangulation in the worst
case. The time complexity of the incremental insertion is then O(N 2 ). But this
happens very rarely, in some special cases designed on purpose to demonstrate
this eﬀect. The expected time complexity is O(N log N ) if a good point location
algorithm is used (see Section 5.2).
Another method of insertion is known
the Bowyer-Watson algorithm [144]
 as
2d−1
with a worst case time complexity of O N d . It ﬁrst ﬁnds and deletes all the
triangles whose circumcircle contains the point being inserted. The resulting
hole is then re-triangulated by creating edges from the hole perimeter to the new
point. New triangles fulﬁl the Delaunay property and no swaps are necessary.
The insertion with a re-triangulation is shown in Figure 5.4.
The algorithm of incremental insertion is relatively simple and has reasonable numerical stability. When a point is to be inserted, the algorithm needs
to locate it inside the triangulation. Several methods exist for this. Section 5.2
describes them in more detail. Incremental insertion does not need to have
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Figure 5.3: Example of point insertion with swaps.

Figure 5.4: Example of point insertion with re-triangulation.

all the data at the beginning. It is only necessary to know the bounding box
in order to construct the initial super-triangle. All the above properties make
incremental insertion well suitable for processing large data sets.

5.1.5

Divide & conquer

The divide & conquer strategy is a well known approach and is often used for
large data. The most inﬂuential works are [62] with the worst case complexity
of O(N log N ), [39] with the expected running time of O(N log log N ), and the
algorithm DeWall [20] whose complexity was empirically showed to be subquadratic.
Generally, a divide & conquer algorithm recursively divides the data until
the pieces are small enough to be easily triangulated for example by the incremental construction. Pieces are processed separately. Results are then merged
together to get the complete triangulation. The merging phase is perhaps the
most diﬃcult. The pieces must be sewed together by constructing triangles between them. Moreover, some edges already present in particular triangulations
may require to be swapped. An example is shown in Figure 5.5.

5.1.6

Higher dimension embedding

The higher dimension embedding [12] is a completely diﬀerent approach. The
input points in dimension E d are projected on a surface of a paraboloid con-
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Figure 5.5: The merging phase of the divide and conquer method.

structed in dimension E d+1 . The projection of 2D point P into 3D point P  on
the paraboloid can be written as
P [x, y] → P  [x, y, x2 + y 2 ]

(5.1)

A convex hull of the projected points is then constructed. It is proved that
projecting the convex hull back to E d yields the Delaunay triangulation.
The time complexity of higher dimension embedding is determined by the
complexity of convex hull construction. The popular gift wrapping algorithm
d+1
[13] has a complexity of O(N  2 +1 ), which is O(N 2 ) in 2D and O(N 3 ) in
3D. The higher dimension embedding can be used to partition the input data
into pieces so that the borders between them are guaranteed to be edges of
the Delaunay triangulation. This allows to process large data in a divide and
conquer fashion with virtually no merging step [88].

5.2

Point location strategies

Sometimes it is necessary to locate a point inside a triangulation, i.e., to ﬁnd
the triangle that contains the given point. This is in particular essential for the
incremental insertion algorithm that needs to locate every point being inserted.
Traditional point location techniques are the directed acyclic graph and the
walk. They are described in detail in the following sections. Further methods
include, e.g., a uniform grid [42, 20] or a skip list [147].

5.2.1

Directed acyclic graph (DAG)

Several approaches exist for point location. There is an algorithm based on a directed acyclic graph (DAG) [103]. The DAG is a data structure that tracks the
history of construction of the Delaunay triangulation. It is a tree shaped graph
(a tree with additional edges) whose nodes correspond to triangles. The following text uses the terms root and leaf. Although this is not absolutely correct
in a general graph, the meaning of the terms will be obvious and appropriate
nodes are easy to identify as if the graph would be a real tree.
So the root represents the initial super-triangle. Inner nodes stand for triangles that were present in some previous version of the triangulation (recall
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the incremental insertion algorithm). Leaves correspond to triangles that make
up the current triangulation. Each non-leaf node has children that correspond
to the triangles created either by a subdivision of the node’s triangle, or by an
edge swap. Figure 5.6 shows how the DAG changes during a point insertion.
The point is located inside the triangle T 2 which is subdivided, so the node T 2
in the DAG gets three new children T 4, T 5, T 6. Then the edge between the
triangles T 1 and T 4 needs to be swapped, so both the node T 1 and T 4 get two
new children T 7 and T 8.

T5
T4

T2
T3

T1

T1

T2

T3

T5
T7

T6
T3

T1

T6
T3

T8

T1

T2

T3

T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

T4

T5

T6

T7

T8

Figure 5.6: Changes in the DAG when a point is inserted into the triangulation.

When a point p needs to be located, the algorithm starts from the DAG
“root”. It inspects its children and ﬁnds the node whose corresponding triangle
contains p. The search then continues through that node until a leaf node
is reached. Point p is then located inside the triangle associated with the leaf.
The point location with DAG achieves the optimal time complexity of O(log N )
in the expected case. In the worst case, when the DAG “tree” is extremely
imbalanced, the complexity is O(N ). A disadvantage is that the DAG consumes
a lot of memory which makes it inappropriate for processing any large data.
Namely O(N 2 ) memory is required in the worst case, though, the worst case is
very unlikely to occur.

5.2.2

Walk in a triangulation

A diﬀerent approach for the point location is a walk in the triangulation. The
algorithm starts at an arbitrary spot in the triangulation and traverses triangles
from neighbour to neighbour until it reaches the triangle containing the query
point. There are several methods how the walk may proceed [35]. The last
point inserted into the triangulation is often selected as the starting point for
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the next walk. To be consistent with [35], this text designates the starting point
q and the query point p.
The straight walk proceeds along the line qp. The algorithm starts with an
arbitrary triangle incident to q and turns around q until it reaches the triangle
intersected by the line qp. Then for each following visited triangle the line qp
goes out of the triangle through the edge e. If p lies on the near side of e,
the current triangle contains p. Otherwise, the walk proceeds to the neighbour
across e. The new vertex of the neighbour is located with respect to the line
qp. This determines through which edge of the neighbour the line qp goes out.
The straight walk is simple unless it has to deal with degenerate cases. Also
numerical stability can be a problem.
The orthogonal walk is diﬀerent in that it ﬁrst goes along a horizontal line
from q = (qx , qy ) to (px , qy ), and than along a vertical line from (px , qy ) to
p = (px , py ). The advantage of this technique is that while walking only in
axis aligned directions, it does not need to evaluate expensive orientation tests.
Simple greater than/less than comparisons are enough to decide which way to
walk. Only at the end of both the horizontal a vertical passes, a few orientation
test may be necessary to decide precisely.
The visibility walk in its fundamental version starts from any triangle incident to q. Then for each visited triangle it tests the ﬁrst edge e whether the
line supporting e separates the triangle from p. If so, the walk proceeds to the
neighbour across e. Otherwise, the next edge is tested. If all three tests fail,
the current triangle contains p.
It is necessary to deﬁne some edge ordering for this algorithm. But a much
more serious problem is that for a non-delaunay triangulation, this walk may
fall into an inﬁnite loop. So it cannot be used for example in a constrained
triangulation. Fortunately, there is a simple modiﬁcation – the stochastic walk
– that overcomes this issue. The only modiﬁcation is that triangle edges are
tested in a random order. This is proved to ensure that the walk will reach p
in a ﬁnite number of steps.
There is one more improvement called the remembering stochastic walk. It
remembers the edge it came through to the current triangle. This edge is then
excluded from the tests, since it has been already tested in the previous step
and it is worthless to do it again. This may spare one orientation test in some
triangles.
Figure 5.7 shows a comparison of the walking strategies – (a) the straight
walk, (b) the orthogonal walk, (c) the stochastic visibility walk. The grey
path shows the triangles visited by each particular walk. In this example, all
strategies visit the same number of triangles. This is not a rule in a general
case.
The worst case complexity of the straight walk and the orthogonal walk
is O(N ) per point location. The stochastic walk can have exponential length.
There is an example for every algorithm that demonstrates the worst case [35].
But in
the expected complexity of all the mentioned walk algorithms
 √practise

d
N , where d is the dimension. This is nice, although worse than the
is O
optimal O(log N ) complexity of the DAG. The most important is that walking
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the walking strategies.

algorithms need a constant (and very little) extra memory, so they are perfectly
suitable for processing large data.
Devillers [34] proposed a hierarchical approach. The lowest level holds the
complete triangulation T0 . Each higher level contains a triangulation of a small
sample of the level below. The walk starts at the highest level k and locates
vertex vk ∈ Tk that is closest to the query point p. The walk then continues at
the levels below (note that also vk ∈ Tk−1 ) until p is located at the lowest level.
This scheme guarantees O(log N ) location time in all cases.

5.3

Streaming Delaunay triangulation

Recently, Isenburg et al. [78] introduced a method for computing Delaunay
triangulation of very large data sets using extremely small amount of memory
compared to the size of input data. The method builds on a non-surprising
observation that most real-world data have a spatial coherence. If the data are
presented in a form of a stream, points lying geometrically close together are
also located close together in the stream.
The proposed method exploits this property to introduce finalisation tags
into the stream. The data set is divided into regions. When all points from a
particular region appeared in the stream, the region is declared ﬁnalised and a
ﬁnalisation tag for that region is injected into the stream. The Delaunay triangulator then uses these tags to identify areas where no more points will arrive
and so the triangulation will not change. Such ﬁnalised parts of triangulation
may be sent to output, freeing memory for further data.

5.3.1

Inserting finalisation tags into the stream

The ﬁnalisation algorithm processes the stream in three passes. In the ﬁrst
pass, it ﬁnds the bounding box of the data. A regular grid is then laid over the
data partitioning it into rectangular cells. The second pass counts the number
of points in each cell. These statistics are then used in the third pass. This
time, the algorithm decrements the counters. When a cell’s counter reaches
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zero, all points from the cell have arrived and the ﬁnalisation tag for that cell
is inserted into the stream.
The spatial coherence can be further increased during the third pass. The
algorithm buﬀers all the points in each cell until the cell’s counter reaches zero.
All points are then output at the same time followed by the ﬁnalisation tag.
The increased coherence is well worth the additional memory demands and still
requires far less work than fully sorting all the data.
Many algorithms, such as the incremental insertion, may experience a signiﬁcant drop of performance if input data arrive in an undesired order. To
avoid this it is best to process input points in a random order. So ultimate
spatial coherence is not always the best. Therefore the ﬁnalisation algorithm
samples several points from the stream and promotes them to earlier spots in
the stream. This is done locally within each cell and also globally among all
cells.
On the local level the algorithm uses the BRIO [4] which was designed
exactly for this purpose. In the third pass when a cell is ﬁnalised and points released to the output stream, the algorithm moves a sample of randomly selected
points to the front of the chunk.
The global sampling starts in the second phase. The algorithm builds a
quadtree whose leaves are the grid cells, and stores one point from each quadrant
at each level of the tree. During the third pass it moves these sampled points
to early spots in the stream. Points are not moved right to the beginning
because for very large data this would destroy the spatial coherence. Instead
of releasing all the points at once, they are inserted into the stream in a lazy
fashion. When a cell is ﬁnalised, the sample points of all its ancestors and
their immediate children in the quadtree are released before the points of the
ﬁnalised cell.

5.3.2

Streaming triangulation

The triangulation algorithm uses the common method of incremental insertion.
Conventional programs output triangles after processing all the data. The
speciality of the streaming algorithm is that it outputs a triangle whenever it
determines that the triangle is ﬁnal, i.e., its circumcircle has no intersection with
any unﬁnalised cell. Such a triangle is for sure in the Delaunay triangulation
since no point arriving in the future can be inside its circumcircle. A triangle
that is not ﬁnal is called active.
In addition to the triangulation itself, the algorithm keeps a quadtree that
remembers which cells have been ﬁnalised. When a point arrives in the stream,
it is inserted into the triangulation. When a ﬁnalisation tag arrives, the algorithm notes the ﬁnalised cell, determines which triangles become ﬁnal, writes
them to the output, and frees their memory. This dramatically reduces the
amount of memory used by the program. Figure 5.8 shows the streaming Delaunay triangulation in progress. The points in the white part have been processed and their triangles sent to output. The grey triangles are active. There
are a few representative circumcircles that intersect unﬁnalised cells. The ﬁgure
shows a situation when points are being inserted into the cell in the middle.
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Figure 5.8: The streaming Delaunay triangulation in progress. The image is inspired
by [78].

The algorithm uses a straight walk to locate a point inside the triangulation.
As can be seen from Figure 5.8, the location may fail because it tries to walk
through a ﬁnal triangle that is no longer in memory. In such a case the walk
is restarted from a diﬀerent starting point. Each quadtree leaf maintains some
triangles whose circumcircles intersect the leaf’s quadrant. So the algorithm
ﬁnds the quadrant containing the point to locate and restarts the walk from
one of the triangles on the quadrant’s list. If the walk fails again, the algorithm
tries other triangles on the list and then triangles from lists of neighbouring
quadrants. If no walk succeeds, the algorithm resorts to an exhaustive search
through all active triangles. Isenburg et al. claim that this happens for fewer
than 0.001% of points.
When the algorithm reads a ﬁnalisation tag, it needs to check which active
triangles become ﬁnal. It ﬁrst checks whether the circumcircle of a triangle is
completely inside the cell that was just ﬁnalised. This simple test marks many
triangles as ﬁnal. If this test fails, a circle-rectangle intersection is computed.
The quadtree hierarchy is used to early reject triangles that are still active. If a
triangle’s circumcircle intersects an unﬁnalised cell, it would be wasteful to test
the triangle again before that cell is ﬁnalised. So the triangle is added into the
cell’s list and ignored until the cell is ﬁnalised. When the proper ﬁnalisation
tag arrives, the triangle is checked again. Tests continue in the quadtree from
the just ﬁnalised cell where the triangle was listed.
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Contributions
This chapter presents the contributions we made to the current state of the art
of clustering and large geometric data processing. Namely we have improved the
facility location algorithm and adapted the data stream clustering to facility
location. Further, we made modiﬁcations to the clustering as well as to the
Delaunay triangulation so that the algorithms can work with an anisotropic
metric based on [140]. We believe that it could bring a new interesting potential
especially to the area of clustering. Anisotropic metrics allow to create nonspherical clusters that ﬁt a wider variety of shapes.
Currently the greatest deal of work is focused on the hierarchical triangulation. We would like to use it to provide complex geometric models at various
levels of detail in diﬀerent parts. Another problem we work on is adapting
the clustering to the Euclidean matching. The task is to group points into
pairs so that the clustering could be used for ray tracing acceleration. Both
the hierarchical triangulation and the Euclidean matching is work in progress,
nevertheless, we have already results to present.

6.1

Speeding up the facility location

This is an improvement to the Local search clustering algorithm [16] described
in Section 4.2.3, starting on page 28. It is the facility location approach that
iteratively reﬁnes an initial solution by local improvements. Each local search
step involves computing a gain function that determines whether the step is
beneﬁcial and actually improves the solution.
Evaluating the gain function takes O(N ) time. It is not bad, however,
O(N log N ) local search iterations are necessary to get a constant-factor approximation to the optimal clustering. This makes the speed of gain evaluation
rather signiﬁcant. We may speed up the computation by limiting the number
of points that need to be inspected. Given a facility cost fc, any point can
be connected to a facility that is at most fc far away. Otherwise it would be
cheaper to open a new facility at that point. This holds true in the initial
solution as well as during the iterative local improvements.
Let us deﬁne the influence area of facility f to be the circle centred at f
with a radius fc. From the above reasoning follows that all the points connected
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to f must lie within its inﬂuence area. So to compute the gain for some facility
candidate, it is suﬃcient to inspect just those points whose distance is at most
fc, that is the points which fall into the facility candidate’s inﬂuence area. When
we take all facilities in a 2 · fc radius around the facility candidate, and examine
all points connected to those facilities, we can be sure that we inspected all the
points that may be relevant.
An example situation is illustrated in Figure 6.1. Facilities are shown as dots
with their inﬂuence area delimited by a dotted circle. The facility candidate
is denoted black. We need to inspect all the points that may lie within its
inﬂuence area IA. Such points can only belong to the facilities whose inﬂuence
area overlaps with IA. Such facilities (shown as diamonds) lie within the dashed
circle with a radius 2 · fc.

IA

Figure 6.1: Finding points that may lie within the facility candidate’s inﬂuence area.

The proposed idea works for points without weights. The situation is a bit
more complicated for weighted points because distances are multiplied by point
weights. Thus a point with a small weight can be connected to a distant facility,
while a point with a big weight should be connected to a nearby facility. Nevertheless, the above idea can easily be adapted to this situation. For each facility
we ﬁnd the point with the minimal weight wmin . We then set the inﬂuence area
radius to fc/wmin which is the farthest distance where the minimal weighted
point can lie. To compute the gain it is then necessary to inspect all the points
assigned to facilities lying at most 2 · fc/wmin away from the facility candidate.
Note that wmin is generally diﬀerent for each facility so now it is not possible
to take all facilities in some radius. The distance must be checked for every one
separately.
Except the above method there is another possibility to speed up the computation greatly at the cost of decreased accuracy. It is proved [16] that
O(N log N ) local search iterations are necessary for a constant factor approximation. We have made experiments with the number of iterations and it
turned out that it can be reduced signiﬁcantly without major impact on the result. Only about 0.1N iterations were necessary for uniformly distributed data.
Data with obvious clusters required even less iterations. Figure 6.2 shows a
comparison of clustering the same data with N log N and 0.1N iterations re46
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spectively. Black dots indicate points assigned to a diﬀerent facility than to the
closest one. It can be used as an approximate measure of error, but just for the
current set of facilities. No black dots mean an optimal assignment to currently
open facilities. More detailed experiments are documented in our paper [134].

Figure 6.2: Comparison of full and reduced number of iterations.

6.2

From the k-median to the facility location

The data stream clustering method [60] described in Section 4.3.2 on page 33
solves the k-median problem. It computes the facility location repeatedly and
using a binary search it ﬁnds such a facility cost that yields exactly k clusters.
The k-median algorithm has the property that it clusters data into exactly
k clusters. The k must be speciﬁed in advance. Although this property may be
favourable in some applications, generally we have no idea about the number
of clusters in the data. It is unpleasant and ineﬃcient to guess this value
by a trial-and-error. From this point of view the facility location approach
seems considerably more convenient. It ﬁnds a suitable number of clusters
automatically with the possibility to control this by the facility cost parameter.
Based on the above consideration we decided to modify the original method
to facility location, i.e., to compute the clustering just once without searching
for k. Solving the facility location itself seems to be just a part of the original
method, but it is not that simple. Instead of a precise number of clusters we
must set the facility cost. This appears to be the same problem. But if we ﬁnd
a good default value that yields a natural clustering, the algorithm will then
run on any data without user having to tune the parameter every time.
The facility cost is a counterbalance to point distances. To keep consistent
results for various data, we need a small cost for clustering points for instance
in a unit square, and a high one for points in a [0; 106 ] range. It follows that
the facility cost must be derived from the range of point coordinates. Based
on our experiments we suggest setting the facility cost equal to the diagonal
of data bounding box. It produces good results (i.e., a clustering that seems
natural to a human observer) in most scenarios. If necessary the facility cost
can be multiplied by a constant to make the clustering either stronger or more
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of clustering using a facility cost of 2fc, fc and 0.5fc respectively. Images cropped.

moderate and thus adapt the algorithm to special needs. Figure 6.3 illustrates
the eﬀect of scaling the facility cost.
Another problem we had to face was clustering points at higher levels.
Points have weights so all distances are multiplied by some (possibly large)
numbers. If we perform the clustering as usual, a facility would be opened at
almost every point because point weights make them several times farther from
each other. A solution might be to increase the facility cost but point weights
will then grow higher with increasing level and we may encounter numerical
problems. Instead of scaling the facility cost we decided to introduce weight
normalisation.
Points at level zero have a unit weight, causing no problems. It would be
nice to keep weights around one also at higher levels. To achieve this we simply
divide all weights by their average. The average of new weights will be one,
exactly as we wanted. It is important to do the normalisation of all the points
in a block at the same time. This means not earlier then the block is full. One
would think of normalising the weights right after clustering a lower level block
(when passing points to the higher level). But this is wrong. Generally, each
block may have a diﬀerent number of clusters so the average weight may also
vary. Thus points from diﬀerent blocks would not be normalised equally.
After processing the whole data stream, the highest level may contain points
that lie close together. These are similar facilities from diﬀerent lower level
blocks. Such points obviously make up one big cluster so it might be desirable
to group them together. This can be done by simply clustering them once
more. But the standard procedure of weight normalisation would cluster too
much resulting in just several huge clusters. It is therefore advisable to omit
the normalisation and leave weights higher. The clustering then just groups
nearby points together and leaves the others as they are.
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6.3

Dynamic hierarchical triangulation

The dynamic hierarchical triangulation is the core of our current research. The
triangulation uses the point hierarchy created by the data stream clustering
algorithm which is described in Section 4.3.2 starting on page 33. Initially a
triangulation of the highest level is constructed. Each point at the highest level
represents a cluster of points at a lower level. It is then possible to expand any of
the clusters, insert all its points into the triangulation and thus locally increase
the level of detail. The expansion can indeed continue down to the lowest level.
Nevertheless, we can expand only as many clusters as ﬁt into the memory. It
is therefore possible to collapse clusters that are no longer interesting and thus
free memory for other data.
Figure 6.4 shows a 2D triangulation of the Lucy model originally consisting
of about 10 million vertices. Level 2 of the hierarchy contains just 95 vertices.
The right hand is expanded to level 1 and ﬁngers down to level 0 which is the
full resolution. Triangulations at particular levels are rendered separately in
diﬀerent colours for visual clearness. Of course our system can also work with
all the points in a single triangulation. The frame on the left shows the whole
model, frames on the right are closeups of the hand and ﬁngers.

Figure 6.4: Example of the Lucy model with the right hand in a higher resolution
and ﬁngers in the full resolution.

An example of clustering a digital elevation map of the whole world can be
found in Appendix B.
Now on how the dynamic hierarchical triangulation works. It is to be noted
that so far the solution is only 2D. The ﬁrst thing to describe is the format in
which the hierarchy of clusters is stored on a hard disk. Each clustering level is
saved in a separate binary ﬁle. This is no problem because even million-sized
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geometric models can be clustered using only a few levels. So the result will be
just several ﬁles with a convenient access to particular levels.
Vertices of each cluster are stored in a continuous block as illustrated in
Figure 6.5 in the bottom row where you can see clusters distinguished by different shades of grey. Each cluster centre is stored at a higher level along with
an address and a size of the block containing points of the cluster. This is seen
in the top row in the ﬁgure. Using this structure the triangulation program can
easily load and expand any particular cluster on demand.
the second level

the first level

the zero level
Figure 6.5: Scheme of how the hierarchy of clusters is stored on a hard disk. Cluster
centres at higher levels have pointers to the whole clusters at lower levels.

Expansion of a cluster is not diﬃcult. All points are simply inserted one
by one into the triangulation using the incremental insertion algorithm; see
Section 5.1.4 page 37 for details. We believed it could be possible to insert
a pre-triangulated cluster all at once but it does not seem to be proﬁtable.
Perhaps we will make more research in this direction later.
Collapsing a cluster deserves a more detailed explanation. The algorithm is
based on the technique of removing a vertex from the triangulation. The original
technique removes a vertex along with all incident triangles. The resulting
hole is then re-triangulated. Our algorithm extends the technique in that it
enlarges the hole as much as possible by removing further vertices before the
re-triangulation. The solution is simple, reliable and runs relatively fast. The
algorithm proceeds as follows:
1. create a hole – remove the ﬁrst vertex
2. enlarge the hole – continue with removing further vertices as long as they
are on the hole boundary
3. re-triangulate the hole
4. if not all cluster vertices has been removed, go to 1
Upon creating the hole the algorithm remembers a chain of vertices along
the hole boundary as well as a chain of neighbouring triangles. The algorithm
then proceeds with removing further points. The chains are updated with each
removal. Figure 6.6 shows a sample situation after removing three points. The
hole is dark grey, removed edges and vertices are white. The chain of vertices
is bold and the chain of triangles is light grey. The important condition is
that a point can be removed only if it lies on the hole boundary. Otherwise
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another hole will appear. Such holes could later touch each other or merge
together. That would require complicated overhead and it is unlikely to bring
any major improvement to the algorithm. For the same reason we disallow
the degenerate case when a vertex appears more than once in the chain; see
examples in Figure 6.7. If any vertex removal should result in such a situation,
the removal is cancelled.

Figure 6.6: A hole after removing three vertices.

Figure 6.7: Examples of degenerate holes.

When no further vertex can be removed the hole is re-triangulated. We
use a simple ear cutting algorithm. An ear is generally a valid triangle formed
by three subsequent vertices vi , vi+1 , vi+2 at the hole boundary. Cutting an
ear means adding the triangle vi vi+1 vi+2 to the triangulation and removing the
second vertex vi+1 from the boundary. Our implementation goes around the
hole boundary (using the chain of vertices) and it tests ears whether they fulﬁl
the Delaunay property. Only points in the chain are included in the test. Other
points in the triangulation do not play any role. Ears that pass the test are
cut. Proper triangle neighbourhood is established using the chain of triangles.
Both chains are then updated to reﬂect the cut ear and the algorithm goes on
until the hole is patched.
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6.4

Anisotropic metrics

Anisotropic material has variable properties in diﬀerent directions. A nice example is wood – it is very strong along the grain, but transversely, it breaks
easily. Geophysics studies anisotropic materials in connection with variations in
seismic wavespeed or for gas and oil exploration. Also medical ultrasound imaging uses the fact that soft tissues have diﬀerent echo depending on the angle of
the sound source. Anisotropy is often found in optical properties of minerals
such as the birefringence of calcium crystal. Computer graphics may be interested in anisotropic surfaces, such as velvet, that change their appearance when
rotated about their normal.
The above examples lead us to the belief that anisotropic metrics will be
an eﬀective feature in both clustering and triangulation. We decided to implement an elliptical metric because it is relatively simple and yet provides
enough ﬂexibility. An elliptical metric can be viewed as an elliptical elongation
of the classical Euclidean space. Concerning clustering, it allows to shape clusters as ellipsoids rather than spheres. Ellipsoids can signiﬁcantly better match
phenomena like those mentioned in the previous paragraph. The eﬀect on a Delaunay triangulation is that edges tend to go along the direction speciﬁed by the
ellipse. This could be useful to prepare the triangulation for later deformations
so as to avoid degenerate cases.
To get even more ﬂexibility we added the possibility to deﬁne diﬀerent elliptical metrics in limited regions of the data. Figure 6.8 shows an example. The
ﬁrst frame shows the data with three regions deﬁning three diﬀerent elliptical
metrics as illustrated by the ellipses; standard Euclidean distance is used outside the regions. The next two frames show the clusters and the triangulation
created using the speciﬁed metrics.

Figure 6.8: Illustration of regions with diﬀerent elliptical metrics (left). The clustering
and the triangulation computed using the deﬁned metrics (middle and right).

Now on the mathematics how the elliptical distance is computed. The idea
of computing a Delaunay triangulation using elliptical metrics was proposed by
Vigo and Pla [140]. The equations they use are a bit obscure. Namely, point
coordinates are scaled, but it does not matter when computing the triangulation. The following text explains the equations in detail. The algebra regarding
ellipses and their matrix expressions can be found for example in [66].
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Figure 6.9: An ellipse deﬁning the metric.

The following is an intuitive derivation of the equations used for computing
with an elliptical metric. It slightly diﬀers from [140] so as to keep the scale
correct which is especially important for clustering. For the sake of simplicity
we will work in 2D space. The situation for higher dimensions is analogous.
The metric is deﬁned by an ellipse so that any radius of the deﬁning ellipse
has a unit length, i.e., using the elliptical metric the deﬁning ellipse appears
to be a unit circle. The ellipse is deﬁned by its major and minor axes. The
position in space is irrelevant.
The simplest way to use the elliptical metric is to transform points into the
Euclidean space and then to work with them as normal. So we are looking for
a linear mapping M that maps the deﬁning ellipse onto a unit circle. This is
done by a rotation R (to align the ellipse axes with coordinate axes) followed
by a nonuniform scaling S (to scale the ellipse to a unit circle). Note that no
translation is needed since the deﬁning ellipse is centred at the origin. Finally
a reverse rotation RT should be applied. It has no eﬀect on point distances,
however, we do the rotation because the transformation matrix will then be
symmetric which has advantages in algebraic calculations. Please refer to [66]
for more details.
Figure 6.9 shows a deﬁning ellipse as a reference for the following equations.
Assuming a column vector notation, point p is transformed to the Euclidean
space as
(6.1)
p = Mp
We construct the transformation matrix M as

T

M = R SR =
⎛

M = ⎝

1
a

cos φ sin φ
− sin φ cos φ

cos2 φ + 1b sin2 φ
1
b

−

1
a



sin φ cos φ



1
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1
b



1
a
2

−



1
a

0

0



1
b

sin φ cos φ

sin φ + 1b cos2 φ

cos φ − sin φ
sin φ cos φ



(6.2)

⎞
⎠

(6.3)

The scaling is where we diﬀer from [140]. They start from the matrix represen-
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tation of ellipse and so they compute the scaling as


SV igo =

b 0
0 a



(6.4)

which also results in a circle, but scaled by a factor of ab. As mentioned earlier,
this does not matter when triangulations are computed.
We can now derive how to compute the elliptical distance without transforming the points. Let |pq|E denote the elliptical distance between points p, q.
Let p , q  be the points p, q transformed into the Euclidean space. We can write
 

|pq|E = |p q | =



(p

−

q  )T (p

−

q)



(Mp − Mq)T (Mp − Mq)

=

(6.5)

Using linear algebra rules we rearrange the equation as
|pq|E =



[M(p − q)]T M(p − q) =



(p − q)T MT M(p − q)

(6.6)

Now we utilise the fact that the matrix M is symmetric. The elliptical distance
is computed as

|pq|E =

(p − q)T M2 (p − q)

(6.7)

If we look back on how the matrix M was constructed we ﬁnd out that M2
can be computed as RT Ssqr R where Ssqr is the matrix S with its components
squared.

2
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cos φ sin φ
− sin φ cos φ
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0

0

1
b2



cos φ − sin φ
sin φ cos φ



(6.8)

Constructing a triangulation requires the input points to be transformed
into the Euclidean space. This is done using Equation 6.1. There is no need to
transform the points when computing a clustering. The elliptical distance can
be computed directly using Equation 6.7.

6.5

Euclidean matching

The idea was proposed by Jiřı́ Bittner from the CTU in Prague. He thought
the clustering could be used as a space partitioning method for the visibility
culling and occlusion queries for ray tracing acceleration. We would like to
examine whether it could bring better results than traditional approaches such
as a kD-tree.
The problem is that the partition should be binary, i.e., each cluster should
have exactly two members. We made attempts to adapt our clustering algorithm to that demand but it would require substantial changes. Therefore we
decided to implement a special method. After a brief research we identiﬁed the
problem as the minimal Euclidean matching. The goal is to group the points
into pairs so that the sum of distances between all pairs is minimal. See Figure
6.10 for an example. There is the Edmonds algorithm [40] that ﬁnds an optimal
solution in O(N 4 ) time. Gabow [49] proposed a more eﬃcient implementation
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Figure 6.10: Example of an Euclidean matching.

running in O(N 3 ) time. However, the algorithms turned out to be too intricate to implement just as a trial. We chose to implement a simple heuristics
instead. The algorithm is designed for small data. The data stream processing
and building the hierarchy is handled by our clustering system.
The work described hereafter is a joined work with student Jan Hyka who
participated on the algorithm design and did most of the programming. Let
us brieﬂy describe the progress of the development. We think of the problem
as a graph problem which is formally stated as follows. Given a set of 2N
vertices corresponding to nodes of a complete graph with edge weights equal
to Euclidean distances, ﬁnd the minimum weight perfect matching. A perfect
matching is a matching where every vertex is incident to exactly one edge of
the matching.

6.5.1

Initial attempts

The most straightforward solution would be a greedy algorithm. It would
successively select the closest pair of points and match them together. However, this simple approach can go terribly wrong [135]. Next we tried another
greedy algorithm that starts with a complete graph and successively discards
the longest edge. If any edge is the last one incident to a vertex, the edge is
ﬁxed, i.e., it is declared as a part of the matching and is never removed. The
algorithm terminates when all edges have been either removed or ﬁxed. However, the algorithm may still run in a situation, from where a perfect matching
cannot be achieved [135].
As the next attempt we addressed the problem as a matching in a bipartite
graph. A bipartite graph is a graph whose vertices can be divided into two
disjoint sets U and V such that every edge connects a vertex in U to a vertex
in V , i.e., U and V are independent sets. See Figure 6.11 for an example.
Matching in a bipartite graph is relatively easy to solve by the Kuhn-Munkres
algorithm [92, 115], also known as the Hungarian method, running in O(N 3 )
time.
The problem is that we generally do not have a bipartite graph. Our idea
was to construct a bipartite graph G = (X ∪ Y, E) by putting all the input
vertices into the ﬁrst set X = {a, b, c, . . .} and then duplicate them into the
second set Y = {a , b , c , . . .}. The problem is that the result in the bipartite
graph is not always symmetric. If [a, b ] is a pair, then not necessarily [b,a’] is a
pair too. We did not ﬁnd a solution for that, so we tried yet another approach.
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Figure 6.11: The bipartite graph where the matching is constructed.

6.5.2

The working algorithm

Despite the previous bad success, we stayed with the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm
and tried a diﬀerent approach to construct the two sets X and Y . We developed
a Monte Carlo method [112]. It is a stochastic technique for solving problems for
which an analytical solution is unknown or is too complex. In general, a Monte
Carlo method performs statistical simulations using random numbers. To be
more speciﬁc, in our case it repeatedly generates random possible solutions and
evaluates their cost. At the end, the best solution is selected.
Each iteration of the Monte Carlo method starts by randomly distributing
all the vertices into two equally sized sets. Each vertex in one set is connected
to all vertices in the other set. The matching is then constructed by the KuhnMunkres algorithm without any problem. This process is run repeatedly; we
recommend doing N iterations [135]. At the end, the solution with the lowest
sum of pairwise distances is accepted. Figure 6.12 shows several instances of
the matching with the best one framed in bold. The number at lower right
shows the sum of distances.
The algorithm can be formally stated as follows. We are looking for the
minimal Euclidean matching Mmin .
1. Initialise the minimal cost cmin to positive inﬁnity.
2. Randomly distribute the vertices into two equally sized sets X and Y .
Make the set of edges E = {{x, y}|x ∈ X, y ∈ Y }, i.e., make an edge from
every vertex x ∈ X to every vertex y ∈ Y .
3. In the bipartite graph G = (X ∪ Y, E) construct matching M by the
Kuhn-Munkres algorithm. Let the cost of the matching be c.
4. If c < cmin , set cmin := c and Mmin := M .
5. While a stopping condition has not been met, go to 2.
6. Output Mmin .
According to our empirical experiments, it is necessary to perform N or
perhaps 10N iterations of the Monte Carlo method. More detailed experiments
can be found in our recent paper [135].
Figure 6.13 shows an example of the matching including the hierarchy. The
ﬁrst frame shows the matching alone, the second one shows the progress of
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Figure 6.12: Example of several matching instances tried by the Monte Carlo method.

building the hierarchy, ﬁnally the last frame shows a complete tree. Especially
the middle frame demonstrates that the space partitioning works well.
Due to the high complexity of the method, it is not practically possible
to run it directly on large data. We use the hierarchical clustering technique
to process the data in pieces. First, clusters are identiﬁed in the data. The
matching is then constructed within each cluster separately. Then a matching
among particular clusters is constructed to merge the results together. The
output is a binary tree that deﬁnes the space partitioning for the ray tracing.
Our ﬁrst implementation is capable of processing 5 million vertices in several
hours. The proposed solution is currently being evaluated by Jiřı́ Bittner.

Figure 6.13: Example of matching and building the hierarchy.
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Conclusion
A conclusion comes at the end to summarise presented knowledge and review
the work done so far. An outlook to the future follows where we introduce the
interesting challenges we would perhaps take up next.

7.1

Summary of the work done

This work presented a thorough state of the art concerning large data in computer graphics. It started with a lightweight overview of application areas,
methods of acquisition and general approaches to manipulation. It then concentrated on data streams as a technique for processing really huge amounts
of data. The next chapter described fundamental clustering concepts and further focused on methods suitable for large data and particularly data streams.
A chapter on Delaunay triangulation was included for completeness since it
is a substantial part of the proposed solution. The chapter recalls the notoriously known methods of construction along with point location strategies
and discusses their suitability for large data. It ends with a description of the
streaming Delaunay triangulation as one of the few applications of data streams
in computer graphics.
The last but one chapter presents the contributions we made to large data
manipulation. It was namely the idea to use data stream clustering to hierarchically reduce the amount of data. We adapted the algorithm to better ﬁt our
needs. We then developed the dynamic hierarchical triangulation. It utilises
the hierarchy of clusters to provide a triangulation with varying level of detail.
So far the solution is only 2D; we are going to extend it into 3D in the future.
As a step aside we extended the clustering and the triangulation so that
they can compute with anisotropic (elliptical) metrics. It considerably extends
possibilities especially for the clustering since it allows to create elliptically
elongated clusters. These can ﬁt a wider variety of applications where spherical
clusters would be inadequate.
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7.2

Perspective to the future

In the future we would like to make further research on the dynamic hierarchical
triangulation. One particular concern is the expansion and collapse of clusters.
We would like to further investigate the possibility of inserting more points of
a cluster at the same time; ideally the whole pre-triangulated cluster. Unfortunately, this does not seem to be possible because some clusters may overlap.
The clustering algorithm cannot ensure that there will be no overlaps due to the
data stream input – data are processed in independent pieces. Upon removing
points, we already can remove more of them at the same time, nevertheless,
there seems to be place for further improvements.
It would be nice during the visualisation, if the cluster expansions and collapses were done automatically based on the distance from the viewer or the
presence on the object contour. We suppose this to be rather easy.
For sure we will work on extending the triangulation to 3D. This will be,
on the other hand, a more diﬃcult task.
To our pleasure we have a good feedback on our clustering of large data.
Our colleague Michal Zemek already uses it for acceleration of tunnel searching in protein molecules [148]. We currently work on a modiﬁcation for space
partitioning for Jiřı́ Bittner from the CTU in Prague to try it for ray tracing
acceleration. A preliminary result may be seen in Figure 6.13. Another interesting extension comes from this application – to cluster not just points but
also more complex objects such as a triangle soup. This requires to develop a
diﬀerent distance measure for the clustering algorithm.
A bachelor thesis on clustering in digital images is currently in progress. It
focuses on an application of the clustering for segmentation in digital images and
for image compression. One of the interesting challenges is how to incorporate
the colour information into the distance measure. Yet another formula was
developed for this purpose. A preliminary result of our work can be seen in
Figure 7.1. The original image is on the left, the clustered image is on the
right. The areas of constant colour are the particular clusters. The colour is
the average colour of all the pixels in the cluster. Here we would like to thank
Anders Hast from the University of Gävle, Sweden, for interesting ideas and
inspiration.

Figure 7.1: The original image and the clusters found in it.
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We register further interest in the clustering. Our colleague Libor Váša
believes it could contribute to his compression of dynamic triangle meshes. The
task is to cluster vertices of the triangular mesh so that points in a cluster are all
connected by edges of the mesh. In other words, every cluster should represent
a connected subset of the mesh. We have another idea from our colleague
Martin Janda who might use the clustering to reduce the huge amount of data
in digital hologram synthesis. The requirement is not to damage sharp edges.
We realise that perhaps the clustering will not be perfectly suitable for all
of the proposed applications. There are other approaches in solving some of
the tasks and the clustering is presented as an alternative. We will focus on
the applications where the clustering brings perspective results and where the
appropriate colleague is keen to continue with further development.
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Appendix A

Pseudo-codes
This part presents pseudo-codes for the Local Search clustering algorithm.

A.1

The gain function

The gain function is the core of the Local Search clustering algorithm. Here is
a detailed pseudo-code of the function.
function gain(point p)
variables
the point for which to compute gain
determines whether to open a facility at p
global read-only variable, the facility cost
the distance we spare by reassigning a point to p
the list of points that should be reassigned to p
the cost we can spare by closing a facility and reassigning its
points to p
listClose
the list of facilities that should be closed and their points
reassigned to p
f.accumulator the accumulator of costs for reassigning points from facility f
to facility p
p
gain
facilityCost
distanceSpare
listReassign
closeSpare

code
if there is already a facility at p
gain = 0
else
gain = - facilityCost
// compute distance spares
for each point q in the input set (not excluding p)
{
// find the current facility
fq = facility for q
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// compute the difference between the distances
// to the current facility and to the facility candidate
distanceSpare = distance(q, fq) - distance(q, p)
if distanceSpare > 0
// we will spare by reassigning q to p
add q to listReassign
gain += distanceSpare
else
// add the cost to the facility accumulator
fq.acculumator += distanceSpare
// note that distanceSpare is negative
// (now it is a cost, not a spare)
}
// compute close spares
for each facility f
{
// facilityCost is what we can spare by closing f,
// accumulator holds the cost for reassigning points from f to p
closeSpare = facilityCost + f.accumulator
// note that f.accumulator is negative
// (it is a cost for the reassignments)
if closeSpare > 0
// we will spare by closing f
add f to listClose
gain += closeSpare
}

A.2

The Local Search clustering algorithm

The following pseudo-code describes the complete Local Search algorithm from
a higher level point of view.
generate initial solution
// local search improvements
repeat N log N times
{
pick a point p at random
compute gain(p)
if gain(p) > 0
perform reassignments
}
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Clustering of the world
This example shows the clustering of 22 million points of the digital elevation
map of the whole world. The data can be obtained from one of the following
sites [145, 93, 139]. The processing was done in three levels (the input stream
plus two more levels) and took about half an hour on a Pentium 4 3.2 GHz
processor.
Figure B.1 shows the ﬁrst level (the input stream is level zero) of the clustering containing about 80 000 points. You may notice negligible breaks between
some clusters. This is because the data are provided in 33 blocks. Little discontinuities may occur where the blocks meet.
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Figure B.1: Clustering of the whole world.
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Professional activities
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J. Skála, I. Kolingerová, and J. Hyka. A Monte Carlo solution to the minimal
Euclidean matching. In ALGORITMY 2009, pages 402–411, 2009.
M. Zemek, J. Skála, I. Kolingerová, P. Medek, and J. Sochor. Fast Method
for Computation of Channels in Dynamic Proteins. In Vision, Modeling, and
Visualization 2008, pages 333–342, 2008.
J. Skála and I. Kolingerová. Clustering geometric data streams. In SIGRAD
2007, pages 17–23, 2007.

Other technical publications
J. Skála. Tvorba zásuvných modulů pro Adobe Photoshop. Students’ bulletin,
University of West Bohemia, Univerzitnı́ 22, Pilsen, 2008.
J. Skála.

Úprava nahrávky z televiznı́ karty. Available online at http://
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Significant scientific talks
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